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Foreword
Significant opportunities exist in the grocery
industry as we move into the new millennium.
We are witnessing paradigm shifts in economics
and technology, creating the opportunity for a
new collaborative category management model:

M Interaction and collaboration costs are
plummeting
Access t o information is no longer restricted or
expensive for organisations, their customers or
trading partners
Technology is creating opportunities which
recently existed only for big players or those
with deep pockets
An increasing need t o focus on demand
generation t o meet shareholders' expectations
Building consumer loyalty is increasingly a key
t o success
Recent efforts by retailers and suppliers have
sought t o transform their adversarial relationships
into collaborative partnerships across both
demand and supply t o develop new consumer
value, with ECR playing a central role. The real
power of ECR Europe lies in i t s ability t o increase
co-operation, sharing of information and
expertise between trading partners as they move
towards the common goal of increased consumer
satisfaction.
The desire t o increase the practice of category
management and the capabilities of all
companies involved is seen as a critical step in
creating a level playing field by providing access
t o fact-based decision making. Increased
information and knowledge improve the overall
category performance and competitive advantage
is now achieved through superior insight
generation and creative use of the fact base,
rather than access t o the fact base itself.

Whilst every company recognises the benefits of
practising category management, not all .have
been able t o do so due t o the complexities
associated with the 8-step category management
process. The successful practitioners have
reported significant benefits through increased
consumer satisfaction and cost savings. However,
even the big players have only managed t o cover
a few categories on a project by project basis.
There has been a strong desire t o proliferate the
practice of category management, making it an
integral part of the way retailers and suppliers do
business on a daily basis, an aspiration that is at
the heart of ECR Europe's vision of seeking t o
benefit the entire industry, both large and small
companies.
Importantly, this report seeks t o build on the 8step model for category management by
demonstrating the key areas of focus and
providing a flexible solution for those who want
t o practice category management. It illustrates
how a company can get started on the Day-toDay Category Management process and realise
benefits earlier.
For the purposes of this report, the definitions
from the "Best Practice Report" should be used:
Definition of a Category
A category is a distinct, manageable group of
products/services that consumers perceive t o
be interrelated and/or substitutable in
meeting a consumer's needs
Definition of Category Management
Category Management is a retailerlsupplier
process of managing categories as strategic
business units, producing enhanced business
results by focusing on delivering consumer
value.
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Purpose of This Report
The objective of this report is to present a
solution which transforms category management
from a project based activity into an on-going
activity. It therefore provides:
A 4-phase framework which consists of key
strategic business questions and a toolkit for
addressing these questions. The first phase is
a retailer strategic positioning, which allows a
retailer to treat all i t s c.200 categories in an
appropriate and strategic manner.
A way to reduce the complexity and
proprietary nature of existing category
management processes, transferring them into
a day-to-day operational environment in order
t o allow:
- broader category coverage for companies
already practising category management
new entry of interested companies
D Insights and examples which bring the
category management process to life at all
levels

It must be remembered that the matters
addressed in this report will need t o be
considered in the context of a company's or
organisation's specific requirements and they are
therefore advised to seek professional advice on
any use of the contents of this report.

-

This report is published with the intent of
proliferating the number of categories and
companies that are able t o employ fact-based
decision making in category management by
providing a framework and flexible toolkit. The
examples provided in the report are strictly
intended t o demonstrate how key business
questions 'could' be answered using a variety of
analyses rather than how key business questions
'should' be answered. The choice of the analysis
is often driven by data availability.
Similarly, the illustrative templates are simply that
-tools which enable the capture of data to
perform the required analysis -the focus must
always be on answering the key business
questions. A set of templates have been
developed to help those who require a structure
and a pointer for where to start - it is available
on the ECR Europe web-site - wwwecreurope.com. Practitioners are reminded that
these templates may evolve over time as data
availability and requirements change.
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Category Management accessible
to all, every day
Despite widespread acknowledgement of the
substantial benefits that category management
delivers, many retailers and suppliers are excluded
from benefiting because of the numerous barriers
-cost, time and data availability, t o name but a
few. Category management should be available
t o all players, as part of their everyday working
lives, and not only t o the major categories or big
companies who have the resources t o complete
lengthy and labour-intensive analyses.

The Day-to-Day
Category Management process
There are four key phases in the Day-to-Day
Category Management process, as illustrated in
the Figure 1.
Phase 2

Phase 1
Up-front strategy phase, performed
across all categories, allowing a
retailer to effectively manage all
(-200) of its categories.

Development of the categofy plan.
Category Definition, Category Role.
Category Assessment, Performance
Targets, Category Strategy,

Category Tactlo.

Phase 4
On-going tracking and reviewof the
implemented caiegot'y pteÃˆtoy
retailers and suppliers ensures that

Phaw3
This phase focuses on In-store
implementation.
AddTtional Implementation
guidelines are includedwithin the
planning phase thereby increasing
the likelihood of
implementationsuccess.

the jointly agreed teqSsÃ§r
brine the process into a. day to day
Figure 1: W-to-Oay Cateflw M w m e f m i t

process

The Day-to-Day Category Management process is
a solution which overcomes the complexities
ftSSOCIatedwith practising the &step Category
Management model. It Is a 'continuum' solution
in the sense that it allows analysis to be
performed at a level of sophistication which is
tailored to the case in hand. The availability at

data, the strategic importance of the category
and the experience of the category partners are
all combined t o determine the depth of detail at
which analysis can be performed for any given
category. Three "tiers" of analysis on this
continuum have been identified, and are
illustrated in Figure 2.
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-

%step or company proprietary
category management models
@It requires the highest level of
data, extensive resources and high
levels of collaboration between

Figure 2" Continuum Solution Tiers

"Best Practice Lategory Management is Like getting a man on the moon. Thefirst time
you do it, nobody cares about the time and cost. But then, ifyou want to make a business
on the moon, and come back every day, cost, time and overall ease become highly
important matters. Fortunately, day-to-day management helps to decrease cost and time
dramatically, and it is much easier than getting a man on the moon'

I * .
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The Day-to-DayCategory Management process
represents a flexible toolkit and which enables
existing tools to "plug and play", while
positioning them in a wider strategic context. A
set of templates has been developed to guide the
analysis for answering each of the "key business
questions" that the process asks. Answering
these questions is crucial t o performing category
management, and the templates will aid in this,
but they should strictly be considered as a guide
and should not in any way be seen t o represent a
prescriptive or exclusive set of tasks.
As the process develops, it is planned that the
following important factors will also be taken
into account:
Alternative channels, particularly ecommerce
Loyalty card marketing
Activity based costing
Virtual shopper database
Increased automation through information
technology
H Supply chainloperational efficiencies
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Since i t s inception, category management has
provided significant benefits t o those companies
who have successfully implemented the process,
some of which include:

-

Up t o 10% uplift in sales
Product margin increases of up t o 3
percentage points
Inventory reductions of up t o 15%

Courtesy of Andersen Consulting

However, implementing category management is
cumbersome and often requires a complex series
of projects, involving people across functions
from both retailer and supplier organisations.
Practitioners have t o manage the intricate reviews
of one category after another, undertake lengthy
manual analyses, struggle t o align with strategic
direction and hardest of all, implement the
category plan in store.
In dealing with the complexity of the process,
multiple proprietary tools have emerged and are
currently used, mainly by suppliers, in category
analysis, but many still require significant time
and effort. Consequently, even the large retailers
have insufficient resources t o manage more than
a small selection of categories, and the choice of
these categories is frequently not based on any
strategic rationale.
More importantly, ECR Europe is keen t o develop
a solution which will extend the accessibility of
category management t o all companies, large and
small, international and national. This sets the
foundation for the project that developed the
Day-to-Day Category Management process, which
is presented in this report.
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The new solution is designed to be widely
accessible and capable of integrating category
management into the organisation's business
model, making it a truly day-to-day process. To
do this, the process offers a way to overcome the
complexities associated with conventional
category management and delivers against the
following requirements:

rhe ability of a retailer or supplier in practising
:ategory management on a category, however,
depends upon a number of constraints, including:
Level of data availability in the market
Role of the category within the retailer
Availability of resource (especially analytical)
Experiencehkill with category management
Collaborative and cultural nature of potential
partnerships between supplier and retailer

H A process that is integral to the working lives

of category and account managers
H A clear retailer strategic positioning and

prioritisation of roles
Key business questions and examples of
analysis which can be performed to answer
the questions, based on available data,
applying an 80:20 rule
H An approach to capture and structure
available data in a coherent manner (e.g.
using a set of easy-to-complete templates)
H A category plan which delivers against the
strategic objectives of the category
H Clear guidelines on implementation
throughout the process
The potential for automation of analysis and
review (e.g. using enabling technologies
leading edge web-enabled middleware)

In light of these factors, the solution has to be
sufficiently flexible and adaptable to cater for
various category needs. Given these needs and
constraints, the solution takes the form of a
'continuum'. There are 3 tiers along the
continuum and the tiers are differentiated by the
depth of their analysis. Hence, the solution offers
3 alternatives t o answer the same set of key
business questions. In terms of depth of analysis,
it increases with the tiers, with Tier 1 being the
lowest level, Tier 2 higher and Tier 3 the highest.
Figure 2 illustrates the minimum requirements for
performing analysis at each tier.

-

A "Template"isa pre-defined spreadsheet that captures key data and computes itfor
anal$.
Value is gained notfromfilling in a ternplate in itself but from translating the
gathered data and computed analysis into some form of visual and yaphieal
representations to generate insights and identify variances and opportunities.
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Tier 2

Tier 1

1

-

suitable wher.
or iiiu.e
of the following
- situations exist
i.muJ.

Retail scan data with limited
market information1
householdpanel for
benchmarking
@ Relies more heavily on ad-hoc
research, e.g. consumer focus
groups, work shops
@ Low levels of retailer1supplier
collaboration
@ Low category priority
(retailer's point of view)
@ Limited resource and skill
availability
@ Limited experience with
category management

@

JThisI~themainstreamDay-to-Oa)
solution which builds upon Tier 1
solution with stronger fact-based
analysis using a combination of:
market level
household panel
@ retailer data
@
@

Â¥I requires the highestlevel of
data, extensive resourcesand high
levels of collaation between
supplier and retailer

Figure 2: Continuum Solution Tiers

Each organisation assesses which level of analysis
is most appropriate for the category being
considered. Different tiers will be suitable at
different times depending on a number of
factors, mentioned above. Newcomers t o
category management may find it easier t o
initially work with the Tier 1 solution and as they
become more experienced with the tools, may
move up t o Tier 2 for some categories. However,
experienced practitioners who are familiar with
using the Tier 3 solution, may still choose t o use
the Tier 1 or Tier 2 solution if the circumstances
are appropriate or if they are comfortable with
an 80:20 approach, or where speed t o implement
change is critical. In doing so, resources can be
freed up t o concentrate on a more strategically
important category. It is believed that in data
poor environments, or for a low priority category,
the Tier 1 solution can be sufficient t o meet the
needs of the category.

Objective of the Day-Day
Category Management process
The objective of the Day-to-Day Category
Management process is t o help account
managers, category managers and category
buyers to:

-

mtigate or enrich their category management
thinking
Â Become moreconsumer focused
Â Effectively incorporate the pmcipk~ofEOT
Europe's Best Practices into their dÃ§lw'busines
processes
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Pre-requisites for practising
Category Management
Although the continuum solution has been
designed to enable as many newcomers as
possible, not every organisation will automatically
be able to practice category management. The
following 4 enabling conditions need to be in
place:

Collaborative Mi

1 IT Automation
Tools
-

Data - to create a catalyst for change

,

Data is the key success factor for the Day-toDay Category Management process. The
benefits associated with the solution can only
be realised if retail scan data is available, even
though a variety of formats and types of data
and produce
may be used drive the
insights.
Some retailers will not be willing or be in a
position to share data with suppliers for fear
of losing competitive advantage or due to a
lack of trust. In any case, there should be no
sharing of sensitive information between
competitors. Any sharing of sensitive data can
only take place in the 'one retailer one
supplier" category management relationship.
The retailer and supplier will decide, in their
one-to-one relationship, which information
they need to share, in order to make the
category management work. Where there is
an issue, company and country specific legal
advice should be sought.

-

Historically, data sharing on the supply side has
experienced a similar degree of scepticism.
However, such barriers have since been removed by
evidence of significant financial benefits resulting
from sharing of data in the industry. Collaborative
commerce has become a business reality.

to all business partners, in a flexible format so
build
that both retailers and suppliers
dynamic hierarchies and conduct their respective
analysismThe competitive advantage of each
retailer and supplier should come not so much
from the possession of the data itself, but rather
from the interpretationof the data, and the
differentiated strategies that result from that
interpretation.
ECR Italia and ECR Deutschland have started
working together to achieve standards in product
classification and coding. The ECR Italia vision,
which is based on a flexible aggregation of
standard "building blocksmto form customised
category structures, is outlined in Appendix II of
this report.

The benefits of achieving the data
standardisation vision are significan
H Standard delivery
H Ability to compare across markets
Automation of the solution (less time and
increased value)
H Lower cost

,

'Category management can be scary, but once you get over the hurdle ofgetting started,
you can rapidly get creative aboutyour relationship."

Kiemn Hemsworth, Coca-Cola
Â¥
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Organisational alignment
Companies tend t o move from basic to advanced
during their journey in practising category
management. There is widespread agreement
that a company's experience and organisational
alignment with category management can be one
of the determining factors when choosing
between the tier solutions. Companies can opt t o
ignore this factor, but for those who consider this
t o be an important determinant, a "road-map",
illustrated in Table 1, can be used t o assess the
current organisational alignment and category
management skill level of a company. The roadmap, therefore, provides a guide t o what
constitutes "basic" and "advanced" with regard
t o the following factors:

1

Frequency of cateqorv review

1

Internal res~onsibilitv

1

External

fo<1

1 On-going

1

1I Team

I

1

1 Definedanalytical experts

1

-Minimal

Level of additional analytical resource
available to support the process
Senior manaaemen-port

1 One-off project

for^Hprocess

1 None

I

Table 1: Organistional Alignment and Skill Level 'Road Map' Factors

A collaborative mindset

This is an important pre-requisite for initiating
any category management programme. The
merits of category management are increasingly
being recognised - nonetheless, in cases where
data is not an issue, other impediments have
persisted.
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IfGmpry managemcntisa bigstep inarelationship betweena
retailer, towards comprehension andjoin+ business. If a
Management will con

MonoKanm-Souse

Unwillingness of retailer:
Given the operational constraints and
pressures under which retailers may be
operating, it is important for suppliers to be
prepared to take on a more proactive role and
offer to provide operational support.

A retailer who is focusing on building critical mass
through opening new stores in an emerging
market, may find itself dealing with the
complications of ensuring product availability,
systems operations, etc. Under such
circumstances, category management, although
recognised as an effective process which can
deliver significant tangible benefits, is unlikely to
feature at the top of the retailer's agenda.

As long as the retailer is willing to share data,
there is value in conducting even the Tier 1
analysis to instigate consumer focus and thinking.

"Therealbredkthvoughwillcomewhenasimplepraces
autoiwttwnaspossibletoensurethattimeand
aboutbusinesswins. Valueis,dearly,
NOTgathering data andfilling them
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IT tools to automate the process
The ultimate goal of the new solution is to
integrate category management into the day-today business process of the organisation. This
goal, however, can only be fully attained when
data capture, data analysis and performance
review are automated. Automation can be
achieved using extranet solutions where the
existing proprietary tools (pricing, promotion,
ranging, etc.) can 'plug and play' into the
middleware.
The goal, therefore, requires delivery of the
following:
W An automated solution, anticipated to be

web-based
Ability to link and share data from multiple
sources and read them in a comprehensive
manner (including managing internet security
issues)
Ability to conduct dynamic modelling
W Tracking of the category via an automated
scorecard which highlights performance
variations using traffic lights (red = priority,
amber = no issues, green = strong
performance)

Conclusion
The industry is currently facing significant
demand-side challenges - new entrants,
emergence of new channels, globalisation and
consolidation. These pressures intensify the need
for making category management a truly day-today process, so that sufficient resources can be
freed up to focus on tackling the bigger issues.
The continuum solution offers the industry full
access to category management and thereby
represents a breakthrough for a critical demandside process. As category management
propagates throughout organisations, and as
enabling conditions become more widespread in
the market, it may become as routine as the
supply-side of data sharing, which is now second
nature to both retailers and suppliers.
The continuum solution has been broadly sense
checked through pilots, and full validation is
underway. It is expected that the solution will
continue to evolve, particularly with the rapid
advancement of internet standards, increasing
data accessibility and other drivers.
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Day-to-Day Category Management
comprises 4 Phases:

Phase 1:
Retailer Strategy
Defining the retailer strategy is an annual activity
which should be conducted by every retailer. It
identifies the drivers of the retailer's strategy and
includes a complete cross-category analysis which
allows it t o strategically manage all c.200
categories. The analysis also include assigning
category roles and allocating resources.
Phase 2:
Develop Category Plans
The second phase is synonymous with the 8-step
process, with the exception of some steps which
become communicationtasks, rather than
requiring significant analyses. The 6 stages are
category definition, category role communication,
category assessment, strategy alignment,
performance targets and category tactics.
Phase 3:
Implement Category Plans
This focuses on the communication of category
plans t o stores t o enable effective
implementation. The guidelines will help t o
establish clear and concise communication so that
the plans are actionable, and easily understood
by consumers.
Phase 4:
Review Category Performance
The final phase is a review of category
performance t o determine whether the category
is meeting the targets set in Phase 2.
Performance metrics are aligned with the
category strategy, such that any significant
variance from targets will trigger a warning t o
the category team. In time, the automation of
this phase will bring Day-to-Day Category
Management t o life.
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Phase / Stage
Retailerstrategy

0

Corporate mission
Strategy by formatkhannel/reg'.,,
Retailer own label strategy
Macro space allocation by category

a

*
a
a

Ad-hoc needs research

.In-store
- - shopper research

Total group & target
stores demographics spend
Total shoppers spend, basket,
loyalty, frequency
Total group residual spend
Categories Target shoppers
penetration, spend, loyalty, basket,
transaction or frequency
Turnover, share and trend
by category

-

CategoryStrategy

a
a

Target shoppers
Target behaviour (eg Loyalty)
Target competitors
Target categories
roles and priorities
Top-down opportunity

-

I

Strategic phase decisions
Category Structure and
deciiion tree
Category Role
Target stores/storegroups
Target shoppers
Target behaviour (eg loyalty)
Target competitors
a

a

a

Top downlfair share
opportunity (R6)
Category Role
Category Asses---'
opportunity (A

Prioritycategory segments
Prioritycategory behaviour
Priority for category strategy
Priority tactics

1targets

1CaWWRote
DriversfromA3andA4:
Category Structure and
decisiontree
Ranging strategy
(e.g. breadth vs depth).
Target storedstoregroups
Target shopper groups
Target behaviour (eg loyalty)
Target competitors
Prioritycategory segments
Prioritycategory behaviour
Which m s +
Which new products
Target stores/storegroups
I Target shopper
I Target behaviour (eg loyalty)
Target competitors
1 Priority category segments
I Priority category behaviour
I SKU marc'--

T m u l a t i v e value and
penetrationin total and
by segment
Competitorcomparison
a Target shopper group comparison
Duplication, loyalty
and usage effects

How many SKUs
Which SKUs
Which new products
Timings for new listings
and de-listings

I

1

I

I

I

Which new products
Target storedstoregroups
Target shoppers
Target behaviour (eg loyal
Target competitors
Prioritycategory segments
Prioritycategory behaviour
Which SKUs to price promote
How much, how often to
price promote
Which SKUs
1 Macro space allocation
I Which new products
1 Priority category segments
1 Which SKUs to price promote
1 How much. how often
to price promote

a

Cat

I

Which SKUs to track
Top Kvk
Which SKUs to price promote
Pricing recommendationsfor
managing margin mix
Competitiveness of spread

(high, medium, value lines)
Retailer price competitiveness
Margin mix
Base and promotional pricespread

--

eg. category spend, loyalty

~motiontiming, frequency,
volume and impacts by retailer
Promotion effects by SKU by type
on category, segment volume
Promotioneffects by SKU
on category, loyalty etc.

a

Whether to oromote
Which SKUSto promote
Which mechanic and how I
to promote
When to promote (calenda

I

Table 2: Summary Overview of the Prwx
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.,

m to promote
profit and

Use of promotionalspace

Getting Started
The following guidelines should be considered
when starting the category management process:
H Secure early buy-in from senior management
W Be prepared for cultural change within the
organisation as it absorbs the principlesof
collaborative category management
I Solicit clear agreement between
partners/adviserson the long-term role of
category management in growing the business

profitably
W Choose receptive partners, who are prepared t o
take on the risks and responsibilities involved
and are committed to implementation
J Ensure clear understanding of the process up-

front
Spend time to plan and communicate the
process set-up. Timelines, roles and
responsibilitiesshould be explicitly stated and

Inputs to the Retailer Stri

not assumed
1Seek understanding of the category definition
and structure early, and feed the information to
market informationcompanies to ensure timely
data release
Once the category management process is
underway, it is important to bear in mind that the
benefits of category management are not accrued
from completion of data templates or by
undertaking lengthy analysis, rather by drawing
out the insights, thinking 'outside the box' and
focusing on the consumer at all times. Flexibility
and creativity are both critical factors for success.
Some useful guidelines are offered below:

.

The Retailer Strategy phase require a number of
preliminary inputs which can usually be gleaned
from the marketingtstrategydepartment:

Cofpofotemissic
CorporatestrategyRetailer-labelstrategy
W Macrospace allocation
H Supply chain strategy

Don't throw-away' a template or analysis
which is partially completed because it can still
provide some insights on the category
H Where there are holes and/or no data, be
creative In answering the key businessquestion
(e.g. no category definition for office stationery
can be worked around by an audit of the office
stationery cupboard). The key is to be creative
and resourceful

These inputs are critical for ensuring that the
strategy and the subsequent category
are aligned with the overall goals of the
organisation. Once the information i
typically in a day workshop, the Retail
phase can begin. The activities in this phase will
usually be run by the same function which is
responsible for pulling together the preliminary
inputs.
Note: When undertaking analysis, some companies
are likely to have access to other data, e.g. ad-hoc
and consumer data. Wherever appropriate, data
findings can be fed into the analysis to provide
additional insights. The question of whether to use
such data depends on whether the analysis is simply
a 'security blanket' or genuinely adds to the overall
insight. It should only be used in the latter case.

..

4

Some retailers will group stores to allgn strategy in light ofpefformance vanattons

m
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PHASE 1

Phase I
Retailer Strategy
This is an important new phase - a significant
addition to analysis in the 8-step process. It is
recommended that this phase is conducted,
irrespective of the tier on the continuum. It
concerns positioning the retailer within the
context of the market' identifying the macro
opportunities, and thus allowing the retailer to
manage its portfolio of categories within a
strategic framework.

This analysis should be conducted on an annual
basis by a dedicated strategic or marketing group.
This group must have the commitment and buy-in
of senior management to ensure that the findings
and conclusions form the foundation for the
retailer's category management process and
therefore are able to secure the required
resources from the entire organisation.

Outputs
Insights1
Recommendations

Six key business questions must be answered.
They prepare the retailer for establishing
collaboration and communication with its
suppliers so that the suppliers' plans for the
category can be aligned with the overall strategic
direction of the retailer.

Rl. Who are the retailer's target shoppers and is
the retailer reaching them?

The retailer can determine:
Target shoppers by identifying the national
demographic patterns versus shopper
demographia
If it is reaching target shoppers by
analysing penetration rates
comparing their spending through the
retailer's store against their total average
spending

-

Under and over-representation for current and potential target shoppers
Identify target shoppers:

- Option 1: Choose existing over-represented shoppers
- Option 2: Choose currently under-representedshoppers as oppartunities
for focus

Additional
Analysis

Year-on-year comparisons to demonstrate where the retailer is winning and
losing in the market.
-.
Regional variations' where appropriate
Major demographidconsumer trends in the market

'
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Template R1 (Data at National Level)

cio demographicgroup
arson households
xrson households
xrson households
person households
I household groups
vel of affluence
'e style

- -Coartiy%oflwBehol(b Ccnnby%ofspending RetcMle?%ofhouseholds Retailer%ofqm&
.

.

e

N.B. This and all subsequent templates can be found in Appendix 111, and on the EOT website

- wMw.ecr-enmpe.com.
L
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R2. Why are the target shoppers a total store

opportunity for the retailer?
The retailer can determine if target shoppers
offer a total store opportunity by comparing
against the national average, the following
factors:
Number of categories in the basket
B Average basket value
W Average number of facias visited
Average frequency
Opportunities exist in areas where the retailer's
performance is below that of the national
average.

- If the average basket is low in value versus the national average, the retailer
may choose t o focus on increasing spend either through larger pack size or
increasing the number of items in the basket
f4 the frequency is low but the number of facias visited is high, the retailer can
bcus on persuading target shoppers t o switch
This analysis can also be used t o verify if the retailer has chosen target shoppers
*;,; .Y' y '
correctly and whether they present any opportunities

-

id

Additional
Analysis

Indexes (to show relative strengths)
Trending data and rankings (of total turnover and average basket t o assess market
attractiveness)

Eer 1 analysis - A qualitative w i e w of s h o p p in terms of b a s k spend or sampk stort
ticket analysisyexit surveysy omnibws mrveysy etc., can p m k h im'& into the areas of
opportunig

Template R2

Target socio demographic
Groups from R1 indexed versi
National
Group1
Group2
Group3
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R3. Who is the retailer's competition for target
shoppers?

The retailer can determine the competition for its
target shoppers by understanding:
W The amount of lost expenditure
W To which competitors residual spend is being

lost, i.e. where the shoppers are also shopping
- by consumer value
(primary/secondary/tertiary) and consumer
spending (heavy/medium/low)

of this threat
Potential opportunities:
Recommend-

- The primary shopper who shops in a superstore and at a discounter may be
getting hisher basics/essentialsat the more price competitive discounter. In order
to gain more of hidher spend, a focus on value pricing may be effective for the
retailer
- The primary superstore shopper who also shop at tfw high street stores is likely
driven by convenience. Hence, meal solutions and home shopping may represent
opportunitiesfor increasing hisher expenditure

Additional
Analysis

Trending to show changes in primaryheavy user shifts
Linking R1 and R3 and further analysis to check if
heavy users, to highlight whether a gap exists or the retailer is already on track
Tracking of over and under-representationof residual
A series of matrices t o review distribution of stores, in

Template R3
rnnsiimer valiie ftniiatinn fnr retailer

retailer's

Retailer total
All other stores
Competitor A
Competitor B
All others
Total
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1

(versus fair share)

of overlap alJxyth

Cflnsiimer ifnendinn at retailer

7
Nor-

buvers

R4. What opportunities exist to improve position
against key competitors?

There are 2 options t o determine what
opportunities exist t o improve a retailer's position
against key competitors:
Option 1: Based on value share
Option 2: Based on sales dynamics
Option 1:
By comparing the composite measures for value share and identifying the competitor that is most similar
to the retailer, as a proxy, improvements in penetration, loyalty or spending can be used t o estimate the
revenue improvement opportunity.

= No of households buying at the retailer
Penetration
= % of retailer shoppers' spend at the retailer
Loyalty
= Spending of retailer's shoppers compared t o average spending
Spending Index
N.B. Household panel data is critical for this analysis.

where

An example,
Template R4

Value
share
Retailer X
Competitor A
Competitor B

I
I

Competitor C
Competitor D

Penetration

Loyalty

% of h/h buying at ret

% of spending retail
buyers spend at retailer

Spending index

Spending of buyers compared 1
Ave spending
(derived from other figures)

%
8.2
7.6

48.7%
56.1%

16.0%
12.1%

I

Illustrative Figures

Size o f Opportunity:
If Retailer X has 7.5% value share which generates a revenue of Euros 3.55 billion, and believes that it
most resembles Competitor A, then if it is able t o increase frequency of shop visits, thereby increasing
loyalty by 1%, this will represent an increase of 0.6% value share which is equivalent t o an additional Euro
0.28 billion in revenue.
-

f Option 2:

--

By understanding the composition of sales in terms of frequency of visits and average basket value, the
opportunity for generating additional revenue either by increasing the frequency or by boosting the
average basket value, can be quantified by comparing the 2 factors t o national averages.
I t a l retailer sales = (No o f shopping trips)

where No of shopping trips
Transaction value

*I

nsaction value)

= No of shoppers who shop in retailer * Frequency of shopping
= Average basket value

N.B. Retail scan data, market data or household panel can be used t o drive this.
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-

Option 1:
I
i.y
- Presents a view of the opportunity relative t o competitors, in terms of increasing
- w-id
penetration, loyalty or spending (based on the output from R2)
Ef,4.n.-c~-s-- -;.:
Option 2:
t.
-f
*. - Presents a view of the &portunity, in terms of attracting new shoppers,
I
increasing frequency or increasing basket size (aligned with output from R2)
benchmarked against market level
An assessment of the impact on the retailer's sales based on the chosen - . -J
opportunity for focus:

Outputs

.-

1

%

4

Insights1
Recommendations

- Increase value share through increasing penetration, loyalty or spending
- Increase sales through attracting new shoppers, increasing frequency of

,;

;A,

'

shopping or increasing average basket value
Trend (identifies which metrics are good in absolute terms, but may be a concern

Additional

,

-

Analysis

1

because of trend direction)

n

______I

Caveat - The wlue shardmarket value figures are likely to vary from one source to another. There is no need to try to resolve the discrepanciesas the
analysis is only meant to illustrate the magnitude of the opportunity.

r^
LOR5. What are the strategic categories in the
market and for the retailer's target shoppers?
Retailers who want t o successfully capture
business benefits must deliver on strategic
categories, i.e. those categories which are
important t o the market and t o their target
shoppers. A retailer can determine the strategic
categories for its target shoppers in the total
market by:
W Developing an understanding of which

categories are being purchased in the market
H Where possible, further refine the analysis t o
take into account of the retailer's target
shoppers (from Rl), and hence t o identify
strategic categories for these target shoppers.
Only the top 20-30 categories are usually
considered in this analysis
Template R5a looks at the market as a whole,
and template R5b looks at just the retailer's
target shoppers.
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1

1

Outputs

Recommend-

-

average
yearly
.ousehold
spend

.

Importance of categories t o the market
Importance of categories t o target shoppers
Under and over-performance of retailer across categories
A view on which categories require increased focus, and where the opportunities
are, for the retailer in terms of overall category frequency of purchase and size of
the market
Share of volume, heavy users, size of market and growth data can be plotted
on the x-axis
The analysis can be performed by zonehaion (for the more sophisticated retailers
and data rich countries)
Determine where (which categories) thi tailer under and over-performs relative
t o the market, in terms of expenditure and frequency
Understand why the retailer under and over-performs in those categories by
:*- categories
examining the target shoppers' needs and see if they are met

I

+

*equency (as a measure of traffic)
. .,-re 3: Ã‘. ..Jrn template R5a

Figure 3 illustrates which categories are important
in the market. As a first step, the retailer will
determine its key categories based on retailer
strategy - e.g. if a high street proposition, the
retailer should focus more resource on shopping
behaviour 3. Alternatively, a petrol station store
will focus more resource on categories important
t o shopping behaviour 1.
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The second step, where data allows, identifies which categories are important t o the retailer's target
shoppers. This illustrative example of template R5b also shows how the demographic spend, indexed
against the national, can be combined t o produce a ranking. It shows that the heavy spending on wine
of all of the target demographics means that it is likely t o be an important category for the retailer.
Example of Template R5b

I

-

Spending index: demographic vs national

2 persons

ABC 1

I

household
Wine
Fish
Spirits
Lamb
BeefNeal
Butter
Fresh chicken
Fruit Juices
Coffee

139
148

123
120
117

110
100
-

1 55
140

133

138
129
130
128
141
138

112
114

98
109
124
126

4 A/"

Bread

1
2

128
130

3
4

128
141
128

5
6

116

116

7

111
128

Ill
128

8
9

171;

171;

in

Illustrative figures

I

Spending
index

demographic
vs

1

national

I

Low

High
Purchase frequency
,,

Figure 4: Graphical representation of R5b
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x rank

. a .

R6. How should the retailer allocate category
roles at a cross category level and thereby
prioritise resources in line with category
opportunities?

Retailers can use the following three measures t o
drive the role determinant process:
H Market measures
H Retailer internal measures
H Consumer measures

Given their limited resources, many retailers
struggle t o review all their categories, and hence
a mechanism t o help allocate category roles and
resources is required. This key business question
answers:

These measures can be computed using data from
different sources, however, it is important t o note
that the quality and robustness of the data is a
key success factor in this analysis. No doubt, the
sources will differ from one retailer t o another,
from one country t o the next. Each measure is
weighted according t o the overall corporate
goals.

What is the role and priority of each category?
What resources should be allocated t o each
category?
What is the (high level) fair share opportunity?

Market Measures
How important is each category in the market and t o the retailer (building on R5b)?
Importance of the category can be ranked, depending upon corporate strategy based on its:
'

'

falue share %
falue (absolute)
Aarket growth (year-on-year)
ietailer growth (year-on-year)

nclyllully

Total Retailc
Category A
Category B

I N.B.

I

+IValue Rank

Value

Rank

Market
year-on-year

Retailer share
change

mm---l

m

The market data is derived from retail scan data

Retail Internal Measures
How profitable is each category?The importance of the category can be ranked based on its margin and
contribution t o profit. This measure is particularly important when the retailer's objective is driving
profitability.

I
Weight
Total Retail
Category A
Category B

Category margin

-

Piofitcontribution

Rank contribution

1-
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ansumer Measures:
ow important is each category t o the target shoppers (from R1) and where is the opportunity (building
I R2 and R4)?
i i s analysis can be calculated in at least three different ways depending upon data availability and
tailer preference.
Where a market can provide robust household data, the categories can be ranked using:
- Penetration against the market
- Loyalty index
- Spending against the market
-The above, weighted for target shopper group(s)

I

...

my".."y

Total Retailer
Category A
Category B

A complementary analysis can be conducted using retail data or household panel using the following
metrics:
- No of baskets with category
- Transaction size with category
- Annual spend

-

bN

dumber of baskets with
categv

Rank

Weighting
Total Retailer

Transaction size v

I

Shopper focus groups and exit surveys/omnibuscan add insight on the importance of categories to target shoppers

A third complementary analysis (building upon Option 2 in R4) determines the all the categories' sales
and profit based on:
- Total number of shopping trips
- Number of shopping tripshaskets that contain the category
- Value transaction size (basket)
- Gross margin
This analysis is particularly helpful when determining the generic store opportunities of:
- Traffic building
- Increasing spend (basket)
- Profit generating

=

#of snooping

Total Retailer
Category A
Category B

trios
________I

value transaction Retail sales value

size
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Retailer data
margin
Actual profii

33

Based on the ranks for the category within each
measure, category roles can be allocated in a
pragmatic manner - see Table 3.

1

Role

Key Performance Metric

OO
/

Destination

Sales Value +lo%

5-10% of categories

I Sales
Over-trade

Value 0 +5%

rn

0 +5%

Sales Value 0 - 5%

Convenience

I

of Categories

-

70%-80% of all categories

10% of all categories

Over-trade 0 - 5%
Table 3: Role allocation

The resources allocated to each category are
driven by i t s role - in principle, destination
categories are usually allocated more resources.
The result of this template quantifies the tangible
benefit of each category and hence becomes the
"top downmtarget for the forthcoming year.
However, these top down targets (based on fair
share) may require adjustmentdre-evaluation at
the Category Performance measures stage when a
detailed "bottom upn approach projects the more
realistic opportunity.

-

Outotfts
Insights1
Recommendations

-

Additional
Analysis

Note: In the early stages of using this template,
there are likely to be some inconsistencies
between the market, the retailer and the supplier
category definitions (i.e. SKUs which make up the
category definition). Nevertheless, the use of
standard market definitions (from market
information company) will allow retailers to
generate insights in a manner which previously
has not been possible.

i
l

Cross category ranking based on market, retailer and consumer measures
High IevelIFair share opportunity gap
Prioritisationof categories according to:
Their importance to the business in growth, value and profitability
In how they match target shoppers* needs
How they are able to fill a loyalty, penetration or spending gap
(with weightings according to importance to the business of each factor)
How they perform in terms of basket spend, category conversion and frequency
(depending upon data availability)
Pragmatic allocation of roles
Prioritisation of resources across the categories
N.A.

=*F-?xm
g2

1

,*

Tier 1 analysis may only access (I) internal data for turnover andprofit with changes
year-on-year (or sampletransaction data), and. (2)a q d t a t i v e consumer assessment.
Ideally the turnover will have someform of market b e n c h & Nonetbeless,this analysts
allowsantaiUrtounden~atamacrolei^whichcatep^u~drivingthe~s
and. therefore holes to ~racticallypnO~tise
resowee.

1
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Next Steps
The following table should capture the insights
and actions from the Retailer Strategy phase:

R1. Who are the retailer's target shoppers and is
the retailer reaching them?
-

opportunity for the retailer?
R3. Who is the retailer's competition for target

shoppers?

Â
Â

key competitors?

R5. What are the strategic categoric- ... -..?
market and for the retailer's target shoppers?
Â

R6. How should the retailer allocate category

roles at a cross category level and therefore
prioritise resources in line with category
nnnnrtii n i t i o c ' ?

Table 4: Summary output from the Retailer Strategy phase

The output of this phase is a clear strategic
direction (which includes a cross category role
allocation and resource prioritisation) for the
retailer. The outputs should be presented in a
series of workshops t o both:
Senior management (for buy-in and
commitment t o the recommendation and
vision)
Category management/commercial and
. marketing team t o ensure the alignment of
strategy and category roles for the
forthcoming year
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Â

PHASE
Develop Category Plans

Having identified the category roles and allocated
resources to each category at a corporate level,
the category managers will commence work on
creating a category plan.
At this point in the process, a category manager
will also determine which supplier helshe wants
t o appoint as the category adviser, based on a
number of factors, including:
Â What is the supplier's historical &cord on new
product development and introduction?
Â Can the retailer work with the supplier?
Â How much support will, and can, the suppliers
provide on promotions for the retailer's target
shoppers? (where relevant.)
Â Are they collaborative?

Up-front planning

Once suppliers have been identified, joint
preparation for the development and
implementation of the category plan should
ideally begin. Traditionally, such implementationrelated tasks are often identified during the
implementation phase. However, this has caused
many companies to fail during in-store
implementation. Therefore, the Day-to-Day
solution has incorporated the up-front
implementation activities into this phase.

-

.

L

"

'-& ^
'!i;.

+,

$ -.

The activities will aim to establish the following, before or during the Category Plan development:
Gear assignment of roles and responsibilities
Clear timelines for each stage of the process,
from strategy through t o implementation and
ongoing review
The requirement for flexibility and therefore
focused analysis, e.g. at store level, while some
retailers are centralised, others can be
-. decentralised
-.
'
Commitment to implement f r h senior
*
management through to store level , - 1 G
~ & n m e n tof store managers' goals with HQ 2

*ategy
Involvement of cross functional teams
(Including merchandising, store operations and
logistics) at relevant times
There are many ways to structure the team, and
their roles and responsibilities, so companies are
encouraged to adopt a flexible approach. An
example is given in Figure 5
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Â

Category Management DireCtOt'fFaCilitati
orporate Categor
lanaaement Leadi

I

epartme
Director

!

SUPPLIER

ProVIde resou
and imn'*Cxecuti

I

I

Lead the tetailerrtrateav
developpent
;vow!!!:?r-mm~letion
tes

-- A

*I

I

-

Main co

Lead development of the

* a;v&;&

flwibUBnesptan

---I1
--.-=-.

analyst

Buyer

I

.
her expertise * Subject n.i c i..
iwi
lead impiementaion &
expertise
review phase
*Analytical su port
0s onsibie
inter
collection

JIIUJ~LI

for

Ldiey".

Specialis
matter expertise

store Management
Sup ly Chain Expert
IT Expert
MerchandisingIDesign specialist
Financial Support

,/

Potential Resource Requirements:

Figure 5: Example Roles and Responsibilities

*

-Â£acpartner in the categary management relationship has an
In order to develapapdbusinesspUn, w e n d t o bringthis mfv

Kieran Hemsworth, Coca-Cola.

t.

3-
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Example Timeline
. A;- Ãˆ to ww-w
The following timeline provides a guide for the Day-to-Day process. However, it is only illustrative,
company and/or market circumstances may enable quicker, or require longer, time requirements.

iler Strateg
up-nun riaii~~InCJ

Determine Appropriate CM model to guide process
Assign Roles and responsibilities
Draft timeline and set milestones
Develop Retailer Strategy
Collect Inputs: mission, strategy eti
Define data structure and submit r

G
Review findings

-

-

Phase 3 and 4: Implementationand Review ongoing
-3

-

-

figure 6: Example Timeline
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areasfoil

CATEGORY
DEFINmOt'

PERFORM;
MEASUf

> CATEGOR
STRATEGII

,

-

eaorv Defi~ i n

.
3.

Cateaorv Role

I1

Category Assessment

1

and purchasing decision trees and to determine SKUs in the category
To communicate the category role determined during the strategic
phase

.

-. -

-

Â¥
;I

To iden
nts which are important to target shoppers
To identify the gap between goals and current performance at the
sub-category level
To identify key opportunities versus the competition for the retailer'
target shoppers
To identify which products help build traffic, incidence, trans
profit
To identify the key tactical drivers which may impact the segment's
performance
~ " W Z J,

.&&&
-

To quantify the market opportunity identified during category
assessment and create the benchmark for the on-going review

I
Category Tactics

1

To communicate which strategies the retailer and category will follow
To confirm key product characteristics that will deliver against the,
strategies
To provide guidelines for tactics, based upon chosen strategies ^y;
To determine how to reach consumers through range, pri
promotion and merchandising

'
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Stage 1: Category Definition
The Key Business Question:
Dl. How should the SKUs within the category be
segmented, based on consumer decision trees and
therefore what SKUs should be included in the
category'

Category Definition can be critical to a retailer's
differentiation strategy because the way the
retailer segments i t s category will impact i t s
market position. Consequently, a clear
understanding of the target shoppers' needs,
buying behaviour, and the inter-relationships
between product attributes that govern their
choices, is essential.

Information about target shoppers is usually
gathered via consumer panels and customised
research, which are frequently carried out by
supplier(s). Nevertheless, a retailer may choose to
define a category differently from its supplier(s).
Category definitions are becoming increasingly
varied and retailer specific over time and this
tendency poses significant challenges to efficient
data delivery as market information companies
are asked to conform to individual retailer's
definitions.
Where a retailer and category adviser have
determined the category definition, as long as
there are no significant market changes, or new
insights, the category definition only requires a
'sense check'. A half day workshop is usually
sufficient to allow for confirmation of the
structure and definition.

-

*

- ,.

From an organisationalpoint of view, it is imperative that categories are organised
according to consumers buying behavwur. Hence, where consumers think of solutions (e.g.
'7 want an 7talian meal"' - which could include spaghetti, mince, tomatoes, wine etc. rather than more traditional supplier categories based aroundproducts - meat, pasta etc),
these products need to be grouped and be seen as a category, i f this is how a consumer makes
purchasing &&ions.

The following explanations of category redefinitions must be included where applicable.
Any consumer research which impacts the
category definition and decision tree

.

Â Any major changes should be dearly -'Â¥fe.+
highlightedwith supporting rationale (as t
his
may Impact the merchandising)
A view on the supplier's, retailer'sand market
information companies' category structure,
data comparability and consi.stency across the
three sources (1.e. how comparablethey are
without re-codi g). This provides insight into
any time lag
monitoring implicationsIn
data provision, going forward.

>nd

b.
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I

I

I

"1
I
I
J
I

The category definition should be defined for at least four levels:

,

-

Template D l How should the SKUs within the category be segmented, based on consumer decision trees
and therefore what SKUs should be included in the category?

:ourtesy of The Partnering Group

Note: In terms of data delivery, it is critical that this step is agreed and signed off by both the retailer and,
supplier t o enable marketing information companies t o construct data in the required format in a timely
manner. Companies should be aware that there may be a time lag and potential additional costs for data
delivery associated with re-defining categories and re-creating data structures.

Stage 2: Category Role
This stage involves communicating the category
role which was allocated during the Retailer
Strategic Phase. Objectives of each role are given
in Table 5.
Role

Objectives
Defines the image of the retailer
Very important to target shoppers
Leads all categories in terms of sales growth
-.resource
High percentage of
Provides a balance between value, growth and profit
Important to
consumers as part of their everyday grocery needs
---- -- - -. -Provides opportunity for additional 'convenience' purchase
Reinforces the image of the retailer as a one-stop shop
Provides opportunity for profit growth

Table 5: Category Role
Adapted from The Partnering Group
Note: Most seasonal categories, by their very nature, are likely to be 'destinationltrafficdrivers' and therefore should be treated as such, depending
upon their value.
t
- ,
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Stage 3: Category Assessment

"1

be 5 Key Business Questions

This phase has historically (in the 8-step model),
included consumer and retailer assessments.
However, in the Day-to-Day process, these
analyses have already been conducted during the
Retailer Strategy phase. Consequently, the
market assessment conducted here is relatively
straightforward, consisting o f only five Key
Business Questions:

Al. What are the demogrqhics of the sefwents?
A2. Who are the key competitors in the category?
A3. Haw are the segments performing (where are the
opportunitiesfor growth/improvement)?
A4. Whichproducts help build traffic, incidence,,.
transactwn andprofit?
" ,+-r^.,5,- *
AS. What are the key tactical drivers which rnay
impacting segment performance?

,

be

at are the demographics of the segments?
The objective is to:
I

Establish whether the category's shoppers
match the retailer's target shoppers (by
demographics)
Determine which segments and brands are
most important t o the target shoppers.

-

I
u

I

I

the retailer's performance.

I

i

Template A1

-

kgment A national

Iperson households
!person households
4 person households
MI household group#
.eve1 of affluence
ifestyle
dentified t a w
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I

I

Â

A2: Who are the key competitors in the category?
The key competitors in the category can be
determined by:
Understanding what spend within the
category is lost, i.e. where do the retailer's
shoppers also shop for the category
Comparing their fair-share (market share at a
national level) to their category share
Based on this understanding, the retailer will
decide which competitors should be most closely
monitored during category tactic planning.

I

Outputs

I
Insights1
Recommendations

I

-

Additional
Analysis

I

-

torsover-perform against their respective fair share
1

I
1

0

A view on which competitors should be most closely monitored (in a qualitative
manner and using household panel)
Where a competitor is over-represented in a category, i.e. Category share greater
than fair share. For instance, if Competitor A has 25% market share at a national
level, but 35% at a category level, the simple ratio of 35%/25% indicates its
strength and over performanceltrading in that category

I

Analysis on how competitors' performance have been changing over time
Analysis t o determine where residual spend is being lost from primary
buyersheavy users or loyal shoppers (i.e.: focus the analysis)

I

Template A2
oend %

Marke

id for retailer
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Fair share

I

A3: How are the segments performing (where are
the opportunities for growth/improvement)?
The segment's performance, and hence
opportunities for growth/improvement, can be
determined by:

- Sales value for the category and its make-up

Conducting a year-on-year comparison of the
category segments. This will be based on the
following elements:
Number of shopping trips
Percent of trips which contain the category
(conversion rate)
Average basket value (for those baskets that
contain the category)

- Gross margin and profit (where itcan be

'

H: .

calculated)
.- ,..
Benchmarking the above elementsagainst b e .
market, t o determine which segments under
and over-perform, and, where possible. Index
the year-on-year trends

-

-

tw znterpretation purposes, a number of graphical outputs can be used to highlight tht
opportunitiesfrom this data. Poss1'bIe representations inchubs a 'Ibubbk chart': where w e
hubbIe is the market value of the category, they-axisis the growth year-on-year and the x-

axis is the profitability for the retailer - there are many
category team can use to assess the opportunity.

V

n

1
1

Additional

Drill down t o SKU level

Template A3

1

1

lo of Index vs % of trips Index
ipping last y e a r that
vs last
trips
'"ntain
"ear
.Won

Value

Index

(basted

Ã

trans- last year
actions

Category

Sub Category

N.B. Volume and value data can be used here (e.g. in EDLP/Loss leader environments, volume data would be recommended).
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+- ^'^

3++&p+
ygs-^fs-s^
Â

c
e of the segment over time
Performance of the segment relative t o the market over
A view on whether sufficient number of shoppers visit the
right number of shoppers buy the category
A view on the opportunities for improvement (number of trips, conversion etc.)
based on shoppers' spending on the category
A view on how the segments are performing in relation t o the market year-on-year
A clear indication on where profit could be improved

insights1
ations

tl?t&m

I1

1

<

A4: Which products help build traffic, incidence,
transaction and profit?

An understanding of the year-on-year changes of
the following factors by segment will help to
determine which products build traffic, incidence,
transaction and profit:
W Penetration

W Frequenv
W Annual Spend
H Volume

Recommend

Pertarmance of the segments in terms of traffic, incidence, transaction and profit
A view on which segments the category manager and account managers will ne
to focus on when developing their strategy. For instance:
- a low annual spend may suggest wrong product mix. This conclusion will then be
used to drive the category review and tactics ;
- frequency, e.g. if consumer is buying detergents in the market eight times a year'
but only twice in the retailer's stores' the conclusion is that there exists an
opportunity to drive purchasing incidence
t
Analysis by competitor can give insight (from household panel data)

Template A4

~

Penetra- lndexvs ;

Benchmark vs market

iual
end

HI11

Index vs Frequency Index vs Transact- Index vs
last year
last year ion size last p i

category
Sub Categoty

The Essential

last year

A5: What are the key tactical drivers which may

be impacting segment performance?
It is important t o assess where, at a tactical level,
there may be a problem or opportunity. A high
level review of the category tactics can be
performed t o assess the:

To provide greatest insight, the retailer's
category tactics should be benchmarked against
the marketlchannel. This will ensure that early
focus can be given t o any appropriate tactics as
the development of the plan moves t o the
tactical stage.

Range coverage
D Pricing differentials
Merchandising
W Promotions

1
I

ier 1 anal*
hoks at p w t b andpmpt to MentaB key opportunities; and qualitative&
competitors' stmngths and weaknesses. Tmphtes A3 and& i m l d b e n c h r k n g
erever possibh. Category Advkers aw o h abh to a& insight on seasonal &

h

~

Outputs

1

-

Performance of the sub-seqments in terms of the factorssile
tA view on whether the range is correct (based on sample market covg-, -el
qs->t-*;
.,. 4 > 7 ~ < i , * G~ p
A view on price range (entry and exit) versus the market
+..
. -;. %S--@y
%-,?c ?
. *,A+6$&p
A view on percentage space allocation versus the market
gJq
ef' *$
.;+:.t.+?
;;.,, L ~#- '%t,. - - i.
A view on the number of promotions versus the market
; , ,-+c*v7;,. "" ."!>q?
A view on own label share versus market, where possible and reIe~i!ihY

- +.

Recommendations

7 7

>. .

+

,+%&*.8-

<%-,

;.

A

1

<

I

I1

Review suppliers' share of the categorylsegment t o get guidance on the supplier's
strategy (bearing in mind that this analysis alone will not be sufficient t o dire&

Analysis

4

1

Template A5

Sub Cateaor
Segment
N.B. Grey shaded boxes indicate that data may not be available, howew where available, it will provide greater insight.

I
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illustrative
5f;
maw.& S W Q & , & ~- , Assessment Summary Output
A view on the demographic fit between the good performers, i.e. is the category value delivered by
segmentshrands that are important t o the target shopper group(s)?
A view of key competitors t o track, learn from and gain share from
A view on where the retailer over and under-performs in terms of total market and channel (i.e. whz
are the sub-categoryl segment and brand opportunities for growthl in light of overall grocery retail
market performance)
A view on which segments and brands are actually driving growth and share
R
A view on any restrictions due t o already high performance
0 A view on the declining (and rate of decline) segments and the reasons for the decline
A view on what creates value in the category
- what is the level of penetration, loyalty, frequency and overall spend?
-what is likely t o be the category driver going forward, upon which the strategy will be developedl and
how does it fit with the retailer's overall strategy?
The views from each key question will be gathered using Table 6..

Key Questions
A1 . What are the demographics of the
segments?

Insights

lmplicationlAction

rn

0

42. Who are the key competitors in the

AS.

now are m e segrnenn perrorrnmg (wnere
are the opportunities for
arowthhm~rovement~?

0

1 A5. What are the key tactical drivers which

1

may be impacting segment performance?

1

0

0

Table 6: Summary output from CategoryAssessment stage
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Stage 4: Performance Measures
This stage quantifies the market opportunity
identified during the Category Assessment stage,
which will be used to create the benchmark for
scorecard and on-going review at the subcategory and segment level.
The sum of the sub-categoty opportunities
identified during the Category Assessment stage
using a bottom-up approach, should equal the
opportunity gap identified in the Retailer
Strategy phase (top-down, R6). This is because,
the R6 top-down analysis highlights the potential
category opportunity based largely on fair share
analysis.
Meanwhile, the insights from the Categoty
Assessment stage can be used to estimate
opportunities for a brand, segment and category,
using a bottom-up approach. The Retailer

Strategy and Category Assessment directions may
identify different opportunities -these need to
be agreed and committed to, by both the
category team and senior management.

1

category and what targeh *L7ukdbe set?

The size of the market opportunity within the
category can be quantified in terms of the
following criteria:

-

H Value drivers, Number of trips, Number of
shoppers, % of baskets that contain category,
Value transaction size
H Financials Sales value, gross margin and prof&
H Markets Value share, over-trade

-

-

Target --illbe se* jainst each criteria.
W
Insights1
Recommendations
Additional
Analysis

G
e segments in terms of the meabov~
A quantifiable benchmark against which the retailer can measure the category's.
performance and confirm how the opportunity (financial) gap is likely to be filled, :
i.e. whether by shoppers spending more, or spending more often, or by
attracting new shoppers

I+<

For some companies, additional measures may be included, e.g. asset utilisationcan add further insights on the cosVsupply side (a menu that can be incorporated
into the performance tracking if required and relevant for the category is given
Appendix V )
Additional categoty specific measures may be used, where appropriate
(e.g. waste in fresh foods)

Template P I
No of trips (shoppers]
% of baskets that
contain category
Value transaction

size
sales value

I
I

1 Overtrade
N.6.
The variance between cun-ent perfotmance and tatyet performance will depend upon the role of the category
The measures must be consistent w&h the demand drivers Q.e. tmffic, tmnsaction etc). Under certain market c o n d m d u r n l7gut-e~may be
induded (e.g. introduction of ED& or 10s leader competition and price wars - as value and wluhe may tell d&rentstoties)
The anabis can be performed at the lower levels of sub- cat ego^ segment, etc.
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Stage 5: Category Strategies
This stage represents a critical link between the
retailer's overall store strategy and the indiiidual
category strategy. It identifies how the total
store strategy should guide the category strategy

1 In the Tier 1 afi

1

. .-

strategies may be simplyficusing

% of shop trips
that contain
the category

Driver

total store
opportunities

rh, catq

category strategy influences the tactical
opportunities (illustrated i n Table 8).

Re@..-.

1

growth andpro$t

r
Gross margin

value

Actual profit

1

profit
(increase the
profit of each
basket)

total #of
shOPpnlfreq)

(incwase size
of total
transaction or
buy more often]

LOW volume

Larger sizes
Impulsive
families

products
bought 3 4 1
year

-

-Y

(Convert more
shoppers to
the category
or more often]

@

profii
(increase the
profit of the
catwry)
caWory)

Convenience
L O Y ~ ~
* Low prm
sensitivity

Table 7: Driven, opportunitiesand strategies

I
Tot$ # 4

Range

New products

'

Focus on building
W J s with h'gh
enetratbn, high frequenry

Building baskets with
products h g h t less
frequently

Build on manufacturers'awarenw, trial

Building sale of
larger sizes, impul*,
families

Convenience, loyalty,
low price mRivity

Les SKUdright
S U k higher turns,
I- complexity

Initiativesto build

lnitiatiies to meet loyal
shopper needs

Less failurdsp,
Less wasted lab~ur
investment

apphcable for â ‚ ¬ 0
stratem, Crmcatmow

improved p l a h m i
and delivew

traffic build,
mNhanits tojnduce

I

1

witching behaviour
ononqmentsboughtbyta
o m elsewhere. POS to build tra
Maximbe customer coverage of floor space.
R e d ~ 00s
e

Table 8: /llusttative Guidelines for tactics in light of caiqwry driven

More space to w m e n b
bought by biq spenders.
POGOpiomAe high
margin products. POS for
cross category purchases
Reduce OOS

More space to segmen
bouaht
- bv, loval
. S ~ O. D D
D~splaysto explo~tcross
categov d e s Mlnlm~se
005 on h~ghloyalty
segmentdbr~nrk

-
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As a rule of thumb, the retailer should focus on
the areas which are likely t o achieve the
maximum benefit in terms of profit and sales.
The incremental benefit for increasing loyalty
will entail a cost that i s higher when loyalty is
already high, i.e. moving loyalty from 40% t o
41 % will entail a cost that is higher than moving

loyalty from 7% t o 8%. The same principle
applies t o the other strategies outlined in Table
8. The retailer therefore, must consider the
incremental benefit versus the incremental cost,
and select the opportunities which generate the
highest net incremental benefit.

Category Driver

I

Primary Focus

Tertiary Focus
0

I

on c

,
Additional
Analysis

?gyfocus in ter

rl

- key drivers

Recommend,

1

1

- t h e overall store opportunity
the individual category strategy
the product characteristics which should be used t o drive the strategy delive.,
NA-

Each category review will need to determine what the retailer perceives zu category driver
and strategy should be. Thereafter, a focus on which elements of the tactical mix will deliver
the chosen driver is required.
For example, a category team may concentrate on three leveh offocus:
Primary focus: merchandising to improve the visibility of k g lines
Secondaryfocus: pricing mixfor non-pricesensitive SKUs
Tertiaryfocus: Range management (knowing this is already nearly correct)
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Stage 6: Category Tactic
Development
YR Rany/Assortment: What is the op
Having gathered sufficient data for an 80:20
analysis (i.e. 80% of the insights obtained from
20% of analysis), analysed the relevant market,
developed insights and set performance metrics,
the retailer is now ready t o determine what tactics
will be used t o deliver the strategy. The retailer
and supplier(s) aim for the best tactical mix t o
satisfy their target shoppers in terms of range,
pricing, promotions and merchandising.

fartheretaHer?

n* Pricing What is the optimalpricing structurefor
the retaih?

FE. Promotion: What is the optimalpromotions mix
for the retai'h?
TM. Merchandising: What is the optimal w e of
spacelsignage and adjacenciesfor the retailer?

This process is not intended to be prescriptive but
presents an opportunity for creativity and it is here
that the retailer can further harness competitive
advantage.
If a major review is being conducted, a category
may undergo significant changes. Under suth
circumstances, involvement of field staff
throughout this stage is essential. It is also
recommended t o use regional staff and
merchandising t o review recommendationsand
build changes into implementation plans so that
they are in line with other store activities.
Equally, it is important that the affected supplier
agrees up-front, the boundaries of its analysis,
the confinement of the legal obligation of its
advice (e.g. a supplier can advise a retailer on
pricing or product mix but the actual output is
entirely at the discretion of the retailer),& roles,
responsibilities and access t o the collated
information.

Many companies will have mechanisms and
toolkits for developing category tactics. Some
will have automated specific parts of the tactical
analysis using various tools, e.g. pricing and
promotion. All these mechanisms and tools
should be used t o build upon the base level of
information proposed in the Day-to-Day process,
only when they genuinely add insight and value,
and not waste resources better allocated
elsewhere.
The development of an implementable category
plan requires the early involvement of specific
experts or functions. Table 9 provides some
guidelines for this.

Store Operations

To confirm the impact of store roll-out and manage the roll-out timetable
To confirm the feasibility of tactical recommendations, especially regarding
timing for new product introductions and de-lists, promotional calendars,
merchandisina recommendations, etc.

1

To confirm the appropriateness of the plan and evaluate the extent of. icjt:Kj
,<'
, ''5 - ' ^
-A?.-d
disruption at store level
To assess the additional resources required for major category changes=,,
To manage programme for major re-lays
Regional Directors1
Store Managers
ianagemer* -f chi---Table 9: Guide for mtes and responsibilities
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Inputs to the Tactical Phase
A number of inputs (from the preceding phases)
will be used to develop the category tactics:
Corporate Strategy and strategies to support
the tactics:
- Ranaina Strateav (e.g. is the retailer about
breadth or depth?)
- Pricina Strategy (e.g. is the retailer about
EDLP and loyalty, and what is the price
perception versus price reality?)
Promotions Strategy (which links with
pricing, i.e. if EDLP, then the retailer will
focus less on promotions and work with
suppliers to keep prices low)
- Merchandisina Strategy (e.g. how important
is the 'look and feel' of the retailer's stores
and how does the retailer use
promotional/seasonal space?). This includes
the allocation of space for each category
(often with variations according to factors
such as regionality and store size)
A clear understanding of what the retailer's
target shoppers are buying:
- which segments, brands and products are
important to them? (A1)
An indication of the size of the opportunity
within each category and sub-category, and
what the likely causes of the underperformance may be (A3 & A4):
- e.g. wrong customers/products, low
penetrationlfrequency?
Assessment of which category tactics will best
close the gap - with input from the Retailer
Strategy phase:
- R6 (Strategy)
- PI, A3. A5 (performance metrics)
Table 9 (tactical guidelines)
A view on which competitors to track
(e.g. in pricing)

-

Range -What is the optimal
assortment for the Retailer?

TRI: What exists in the market and are there any
missing SKUs?
A retailer can determine if any SKUs are missing

from its own range by:
Reviewing the market and channel coverage
vs. the retailer coverage
Identifyingforthcoming new products
introductions from a supplier
Where data is available, ranking of sales in
volume or value will identify the most
important missing products
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A recommendation for new product introductions

-ammendations

The timing plan for introduction

emplate TR1

SKU Present?

T-*'

'I1

SKUs

SKI

ToA-' Char--' ---crag-

Total=Retait-- "overage

Note: When introducing a new product, a retailer
should 'walk the product through the supply
chain' to assess how the product might impact
costs and complexity.
Considerations should be given to:
W Whether the new product will increase shelf
space utilisation
W Whether the product is easy to merchandise in
store
Handling costs, by estimating potential
volumes and processes, asking questions
around any double handling

H Processes which are autornatedhnanual
H Cross docking opportunities and whether this

can be done in light of volume potential
W Whether delivery can be directed to store and
whether this would deliver any benefits
How the product will be handled in the depot
(pallets. Â¤ts
...
r 'a y^t 3-d tui((fiii<^tfW1"

-.

Tier 1 analysts considers how appropkte the distribution is, in terms of density,
completeness of range, right rangefor right format,and whether segments, brands, and
SKUs are performing, including own label products where applicable.
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TR2: What SKUs are unproductive and should be
deleted?
SKUs and range productivity can be determined
using a variety of methods. A toolkit consisting
of 3 analyses is provided here and practitioners
may choose between the options, but are
strongly urged t o run sense-checks on the results
prior t o making any de-list recommendation.
The 3 analyses are:
TR2a. Cumulative Sales Analysis (80:20)
TR2b. Contribution t o Financial Performance
TR2c. Productivity

TR2b) Are SI

1 Category
--

1

:s/brands/SKUs

TR2a) 80120 SKU Cumulanve sales analysis

Cumulativesales

figure 7: Output from Template TR2a Conduct for market and retailer

:ategory under-contributing t o financial per'

"

:>alesvalue
contribution %

nance
woss margin
contribution 9

Top 50%
Bottom
Top 50%
Bottom 20%
Top 50%
Bottom 20%
Top 50%

Template TR2b - May conduct drill-down analysis for brands using same table

TR2c) Is the category productive at market and
retailer level?
f t -

1

Where segments accom
foi low% of value
if the are low
priceloss leaders a
nd generating
interestthis is fine,
otherwisewhat am I
doing to change this

-

Segments

Figure 8: Output from Template TR2c

SKUs can be identified as 'unproductive' and
potential candidates for de-listing if:
W They are in the tail of template TR2a
W They are in the bottom 20% in template TR2b

They are in the bottom two quadrants in TR2c

However, before a SKU is de-listed, it should be
verified against the list below. If positive
response is given t o any of the checks, the retailer
may consider keeping it.
Variety (i.e.: not duplication)
Spontaneous awareness
High usage level
High loyalty
Strong regional following
Low cost of keeping
Part of investment of growth strategy
H SKU is growing
Impact on corporate image is high

H
H
W
W
H
H

Additionally, some segments may display
artificially low value if they are positioned as low
pricelloss leaders. These segments must be
evaluated differently - for instance, based on
level of interest' generated.
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Optional Additional Range Analysis
In terms of privatelown label, the strategy must
be aligned with that of the category. A retailer
may want to conduct a separate analysis for own
label. Data is often difficult to obtain on own
label, but where appropriate and possible,
comparisons and analysis should be conducted.
Depth of distribution - in which stores (size of
stores, or region) are the products listed? Is
there a rationale for broadeningthe distribution
- e.g. where larger pack sizes are purchased and
preferred they should be introduced into the
'local'/'metro'/'high street' stores to deliver
improved consumer satisfaction.
Regional analysis - which products are important
in each region

Output Check of Ranging Tactic
Recommendations- Illustrative Ranging Options
The output recommendations should then be
checked against the category strategy chosen by
the retailer:

could be used to make this impact.
Lovalty and freauenfi~i
Use segments through ~ O S K U
level that are
bought by loyal shoppers and therefore need
to be in stock at all times.

the retailer?

Penetration and Traffic B u i l d w
Make use of segments, brands and SKUs with
high reach which are purchased by target
shoppers, but bought elsewhere. These should
be added to the range.
Conversion:
Use segments through to SKU level to build
conversion and, where possible, to convert
shoppers to the category.

1

Spendina and basket size:
Use segments through to SKU level that are
purchased by big spenders and therefore need

TP1. Whichproducts are highly elastic and require
constant monitoring?

TP2. Whichproducts contribute to margt'n and where is
the opportunity? (vis-a-vis competitors'prices)

TP3.How does basepricing cornpare with promotional
pricing (in the retailer and in the market)?

Her 1 analysts looks at k g price point coverage, KVLfor tracking, competitorpricing
strategies and emures allpment withpricingpolicy andprice inflation.
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TPI. Which products are highly elastic and
require constant monitoring?
Products that are highly elastic and require
constant monitoring can be identified using a
2 step process:
Step 1: Segment category into different clusters
based on quality and market positioning
Step 2: Group products according t o their
elasticity
Step 1: Segment category into different clusters
based on quality and market positioning
This is performed by segmenting the
category by price. In markets where
there is already a premium, leader,
secondary, tertiary, own brand pricing
architecture (and also if products are
stable in pricing terms, i.e. static), the
retailer can move t o Step 2.

Step 2: Group products according t o their
elasticity
Although complex econometric
modelling can be used t o compute
elasticity, there are usually insufficient
data points available. As a result, this
assessment becomes more of a
qualitative assessment by the category
manager, inferred from ad-hoc research
and consumer understanding.

f

1
1

II
a

The following three categories of elasticity should
be identified:
Su~er-dynamics(SD) - category is checked
everyday or twice a week (e.g. Coca Cola)
Dynamics (D) - category is checked weekly or
every two weeks (e.g. Pepsi Cola)
W (S) -category is checked monthly or
every three months (e.g. Virgin Cola)
The results are used t o determine the frequency
of tracking competitors' pricing. Premium brands
tend t o require most regular monitoring.

Recommendations
Additional
Analysis

-

which require regular tracking going forward
Econometric modelling for sophisticated analysis

Template T P ~'
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I
I
I

(

TP2 Which products are contributing to margin
and where is the opportunity
(vis-a-vis competitors' prices)?
The retailer determines the products which
contribute to margin by:

H Comparing price levels with the competition
Identifying the elasticity
Estimating sales, gross margin and contribution

A recommendation on pricing and margin levels

margin mix in the category
Identification of segments which offer potential for margin increase either
through price or volume

."

Additional
Analysis

.

Qualitative/ad-hoc research, to include coverage of competitive SKUs; adds more
insight into opportunities for price changes
A data aggregation or neutralisation at category level would enable this
information to be shared with the category adviser

Template TP2
% Sale!

Gross
----:m,

I

Elasticity
factor

1

I

Com~petiorA Competitor 1 Competitor C Gross matgin
--:-fd-:LÂ¥.L
price

I

I

1 Totalled to
TP3: How does base pricing compare with
promotional pricing (in the retailer and in the
market)?

In order to determine the spread between base
prices and promotional prices in the retailer and
the market, an understanding of the following 2
questions is required:
Is the retailer spread comparable to or
different from the market?
Is the retailer's spread appropriaWsufficient?

These can be determined by:
Tracking the current and previous period base
and promotional prices
Comparing the retailer to the market
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issues exist or where IoyaltyIEDLPstrategies are being introduced)
Additional

N.A.

Analysis
Template TP3

Base price
Current Compari
period
son
period

Promotional price

1 1 1

-

Category
Sub-Category
Sub-Category B

Output Check of Pricing Tactic Recommendations

- Illustrative Pricing Options:

1

I

Current
Current Compari- Current Compari
price
period
son
period
son
ndex to
period
market

current
period

Promotion -What is the optimal promotions mix
for the Retailer?

The output recommendationsshould then be
checked against the category strategy chosen by
the retailer:
Penetration and Traffic:
Use segments, brands and individual products
which build price image
Determine which highly elastic products must
have an absolutely correct price
Conversion:
Determine how price can be used t o promote
trial and increase purchase
S~endinaand basket size:
Focus on the big spender segments
Determine how price elasticity can be exploited
Lovalty and freauency:
Use pricing tools which attract loyal shoppers,
e.g. EDLP
.
Use pricing t o encourage frequency of
purchase
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'he Key Business Questions
TE1. What promotional activities are occurring in the
market (competitor intensity and number of
promotions)?
TE2. Do promotions in this category deliver real
growth?
TE3. Which SKUs deliver the greatest gro
TE4. Whatpromotional mechanics should be us
what times, to optimise the promotions mix?

I

lier 1 analysis looks at whether this is a category which is normallypromoted either by the
retailer or competitors; a view on how the top 10promotwns haveperformed and to which
pear to respond

In the medium to longer term, as the industry
uses more direct channels and other nontrackable below-the-line options, it will be
increasingly difficult to know what promotional
activity is underway and t o monitor competitors'
activities. Nevertheless, retailers should still be
able t o enhance the effectiveness of their own
promotions t o build a loyal shopper base.
TE1: What promotional activities are occurring in
the market (competitor intensity and number of
promotions)?

^

L

'

..,.

-^.

.

,

Promotional activities in the market can be
determined simply by field research. The
following factors must be considered:

Frequency
Intensity
$-;W Mechanic ' ^ s
W Timing
Volume sold on promotion

.

.

e n s i t y , mechanic used, m
it ni-n
promotio^^^ft
and key competitors, benchmarked against the market, will allow a retailer to
determine the level of competitiveness and reliance on promotions in the category
Understanding of key differences in promotional activity vs. competitors
Insights1
Recommendations

Additional
Analysis

The information gathered sets the recommended parameters for promotions in
terms of number, intensity and timing; and guides the development of promotion
tactics in the future, e.g.
-Where competitors are highly active in promotions but a retailer is less active,
this may account for troughs in the retailer's sales, even when operating under
EDLP strategy
Suppliers can often add qualitative insight t o promotional activii
success in the market

nd

Template TE1
Frequency of promos
Intensity of promos
Mechanism
Timing (for calendar)
.. .
..

Ã‘
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TE2: Do promotions in this category deliver real
growth?
The effectiveness of promotion for a category can
be determined by analysing the total volume
sold, split by promotion and non-promotion
volume, at the category, segment and brand level.
This analysis determines whether the category is
generating real revenue or whether it relies on
promotional volume t o maintain share.

-

Time

I

Figure 9: output from Template TEZ

(at category, segment and brand IeveO

* ~ h e t h e i l a t e g o m r o w i n g Ã ‘ Ã ‘ i m pbeing supported by promotional volu

OutputInsights1
Recommenddditional
Analysis

1

A qualitative view on peaks and troughs can add further insight into drivers
~romotionalsuccess
teview sales split b.

iutral, baseline, and incremental sales-

TE3: Which SKUs deliver the greatest growth?
The SKUs which deliver greatest growth can be
determined by:
Building on TE2 to identify which brands and
segments have been on promotion each week
H Comparing the weekly campaigns to rank them
by incremental li*
An undmnding, on a weekly basis, of which promotions have-b
down t o SKU level
An understanding of the lengthtintensity of promotions and overall volume impact
An understanding 6f the retailer's reliance on particular SKUs for promotional activity
Benchmark of retailer's discount level by promotion mechanics vs. market's
Insightsl
Recommendations

A view on which SKUs, promotions and intensity are most productivein terms of
delivering incremental value
A view on which timeframes are best for promotions
A qualitative view on which suppliers are supporting promotional activity
N.A.

1

Analysis

Template TE3

Compel
A
Competitor B

-
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1

I

TE4: Which mechanics should be used, at what
times, to optimise the promotions mix?
Which discount levels are most effective?
Theoptlmum
promolotlonSmmixcan bedete mlned
based on hlstorlcalpromotlons,byanalyslngthe
Hれ fa 寸O fo dl 廿e ent leveL Ofd@5countand a
Va le 可 ofp onnotlonalLqechanlCS
「

「

「

「

「

「

Outputs

･

Insights/

･

Recommend-

A view on which combination

of mechanics and discount deliver optimal segment lift

A recommendation on promotional mechanic, feature/signage and display to deliver
the greatest lift for a chosen discount level

ep

at 山n5

Additional

Analysis

Template TE4

向・

I AnyPromo

Feature

Display F&D

TPR AnyPromo Feature

Display F&D

TPR

ゴ

Output Check of Promotion

Promotion Options:

Tactic - Illustrative

The output recommendations
should then be
checked against the category strategy chosen
the retailer:
atlon and 丁 a什に
Use promotions to build price image and
promote traffic of sub-categories and SKUs
Use mechanics to induce trial (e.g. promote

penet
･

･

by

「

Lovaltv and freauencv

「

･

price reductions, link buys)

shoppers

Conversion
･

･

･

･

Focus on promotions and mechanics that
encourage
trial and increase spend

Spendina

and basket

size

Use appropriate tools to attract loyal shoppers,
promotions may be less effective than an
EDLpStrategy 巾 Opti 山口ng S引 eSto theSe

e.g.

Use cross category promotions
omotlonSCon ltemSSthata eboughtby
loyal consumers and try to discourage

・トOCuSp

Focus on big spender categories
Use mechanics that build spending e.g. cross
category promotions,link and multi-buys, pack
add-on
Do not use price reductions on individual items
to increase spending

「

「

switching

ユ

･
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Merchandising - What is the optimal use of
spacelsignage and adjacencies for the Retailer?
To determine whether the retailer's space
allocation is appropriate involves:
1 Using space tools, e.g. Intactix, Apollo and
Spaceman t o (jointly with supplier) create the
recommended category planogram
1 Verify the category planogram against the
Merchandising Checklist

The historical focus o f category management ofi
merchandising has resulted in a number of space
tools being created for the Industry. Where a
retailer does not have a space management tool,
its suppliers may be able t o advise on space
assignment, taking into account of the following.
factors in the Merchandising Checklist

The Merchandising Checklist, given below, should be used to verify each recommendation:

Is the merchandising in line with strategic positioning and global objectives and
does it focus on the "right" customer?
Does it meet the needs and expectations of the target consumers/shoppers?
Does it help reflect the category definition and give a fulllclear overview
of assortment choices available?
Does it reproduce the different consumerlshopper decision processes and sort mechanisms?
Have categories been co-located in a logical manner t o drive sales?
Does it ensure that all category locations are "right" so that shoppers find it easier t o shop by
need and impulse?
Have multi-purchase opportunities been provided?
Does it achieve the allocated roles?
To what extent does it contribute to achieving the marketing strategies for this category?
Have category signposts been used to trigger shoppers t o shop in a categorylsub-category?
To what extent have barriers been lifted?
Does merchandising focus on the key message in the store?
Does it create the right ambiencelenvironment associated with the category by the target
customer?
Courtesy of ECR Report "Howto implement Consumer Enthusiasm - Stra(60ic Consumer Value Management', facilitated by Roland Beyerand Partner

- ------ - .imetrics, such as:
Rate of sale
Frequency ofpurchase
Minimum space thresholds
An understanding of operational constraints
A view on competitors' w e of space and adjacencies
Practicality of thefixtures and layout
Input from the shopper decision tree which determines whetherproducts are merchandised in
multzple locations
How c i n n / ~ / r f f/ I M / / ftvnrnnftnwa/sp~e
wid h~ w / S

Tier 1 Solution has a simple mercbandis- ...
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When planning and creating layouts, both
retailers and suppliers must allow for differences
in fixtures and ranges between stores. Ranges
are likely t o have varying space allocations for
different store sizes (e.g. hypermarket) and
location (e.g. high street vs. out-of-town).
--

pc
lf1
l 811111.

Output,

A

Insights1

A recommendation and the proposed shelf layout for products, constructed base

Recommendations

upon the consumer decision tree using the merchandising software
A recommendation of promotional space use in line with the promotional calenda
A recommendation on signage (shelf displays, etc.)
A recommended workplan for space changes (cross-checked with merchandising
and store operations)

Additional

1;

N.A.

lAnf'---.-

Output Check of Merchandising Tactic
Illustrative Merchandising Options:
The output recommendationsshould then be
checked against the category strategy chosen by
the retailer:

.
. 5 .$FL
Sl^t~t'
'AT-

:

,,.

.

t

,aq
37

.'i-.ia'-V.
7

Penetration and Traffic:
Use merchandising techniques t o draw
attention t o segments that are bought by
target shoppers elsewhere
Use Point-of-Sale (POS) t o build traffic and
maximise shopper coverage of floor space
Reduce Out-of-Stocks (00s)
Conversion:
Use adjacencies and dual locations
Clearly signpost potential link-buys
Spending and basket size:
Allocate more space t o segments that are
bought by big spenders
Use POS t o promote high margin products and
encourage cross-category purchases
Reduce OOS
Lovaltv and freauenq:
Allocate more space t o segments that are
bought by loyal shoppers
Create displays t o exploit cross category sales
Reduce OOS, especially on high loyalty
segmentsibrands
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complete and there should be a clear plan for the
retailer, supported by recommendations from its
category advisers as t o the specifics for each
tactic. A view on the insights generated from the
analysis and the implication or action that will be

is critical that the tactic plan is aligned with the
category strategy (see table below) t o ensure that
the proposed actions will deliver against the
identified targets in the performance metric
template (PI).

1 Ranging
TRI What exists in the market and are there
any SKUs missing?
TR2 What SKUs are unproductive and should
be deleted?
"PI Which products are highly elastic and

require constant monitoring?
TP2 Which products are contributing to

margin and where is the opportunity
(vis-a-vis competitors' prices)?
TP3 How does base pricing compare with
promotional pricing (in the retailer and
in +ha market)?

-1 ..-...

w..w..-

TE1 What is happening in the market
(competitor intensity and number of
promotions)?
TE2 Do promotions in this category deliver
real growth?
TE3 Which SKUs deliver the greatest
growth?
TE4 Which mechanics should be used, at
what times, t o optimise the promotions
mix? Which discount levels are most
effective?
Additionally, a qualitative view on the
suppliers' promotional strategy and
their funding contribution

Once this summary table is completed, the next
phase is implementation. An executive summary
of the outputs and recommendations from each
major stage should be presented t o senior
management alongside the proposed high level
implementation plan. Where a pre-defined
structure exists for such plans, usually determined

by the retailer, it should be followed, otherwise,
the retailer should ensure that the plans are
developed in a coherent manner so that they can
be compared across categories and evaluated
against each other. Once the category team have
received senior executive sign off, it can move
into implementation.
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PHASE 3

Implementation

Implementing category management is the third,
but in many ways, the most important phase in
the category management process, as this is
where the plan comes t o life in store. However, it
is also the phase where many companies have
failed in the past.

"1

Retailer
Strategy

The fact that implementation is frequently
positioned as a post planning phase is often the
reason for its failure. This report, therefore
emphasises the importance of early involvement
of key roles and activities, at the start and during
the planning phase. As such, some of the preimplementation activities have been incorporated
in the previous phase and the focus here is
primarily on in-store implementation itself.

'"4
Review

Preparation for In-Store Implementation

In-Store Implementation

Areas of focus when moving into the
implementation phase include:
W Involve cross functional teams early in the
project
W Where major in-store changes are required,
enroll store staff early
W Hold regional meetings t o sell in plans
W Jointly write the store briefings (retailer and
supplier)
Involve all key personnel in the category plan
development until implementation is
underway
Use executive summaries t o communicate the
findings of the category review and
implementation plans
W Obtain sign-off and commitment t o
implement from senior management
W Ensure senior management are aware of the
extent of disruptionlcost and benefits of the
recommended category plans
W Present a summary of the plan t o all affected
suppliers in the category so that all players
understand and are aligned with the strategy
W Develop a reporting mechanism for
implementation

Each retailer will have a mechanism and process
in place for in-store implementation within which
each category plan will need t o fit. These are
extensive and essential parts of the retailer's
business and therefore will not be covered in this
report. The two areas which the category
management team may want t o pay particular
attention t o are:
a. In-Store Trials
In most instances, and certainly where significant
changes are being proposed, in-store trials will be
required because they are a good way t o test
tactics and provide a business case for major
change incentives. When conducting store trials,
it is important to consider the following
guidelines:
W There should be sufficient number of test
stores t o produce robust conclusions
W Since trial stores are frequently chosen based
upon relationships with stores or store
managers, it is crucial t o ensure that these trial
stores are representative. Where possible,
rotate trial stores, so that consumers do not
become immune, or aware of their existence
Depending on scale of changes, trial stores
may require field-based support t o ensure that
the plan is successfully implemented
W Spot checks will be useful to help determine
the level of compliance
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b. Consumer Communication
Changes resulting from the implementation
programme are likely to require some form of
consumer communication. The first step in
developing such communication is t o identify the
changes that will impact consumers:
W Ranaina: advise consumer of de-listed SKUs
and recommend replacement products
Promotions: communicate any major changes
t o promotional policy (e.g. moving from
hightlow promotions t o EDLP) and their
associated benefits t o consumers
W Merchandisina communicate major changes in
the store layout so that consumers can easily
find the products that they are looking for
Post In-Store Implementation
In-store evaluation is essential for understanding
the degree of success of the category plan and i t s
implementation. The evaluation should consider
the following:
H Allow sufficient time for sales impact t o show
W Measure against a control store group as well as
versus previous year figures for the same stores
W Include consumer and retail quantitative
measures
H Where possible, include qualitative feedback e.g. accompanied shopping across trial and
control stores
H Include logistics measures, e.g. availability,
waste
W Look across other related categories t o
evaluate impact
Ensure that recommendations can be
replicated across total store-base or that, if
necessary, allowance is made for not
replicating plans
When evaluating the scorecard for review,
ensure that the extent of implementation is
considered, e.g. percentage of stores in which
the plan has been implemented

Areas for Flexibility
The areas of flexibility which the category
manager and the category adviser need t o be
aware of, include:
W Different retailing groups and countries may
vary in terms of centralisation versus
decentralisation of store manager decision
making. Clear guidelines must be put in place
where store managers have significant
autonomy
W Companies should decide how much detail
they want to go into during their major
category planning phases
If companies have specialised staff rotes that
they see as more suited t o individual roles and
responsibilities, they should feel free to assign
the responsibility t o these individuals, and not
to those proposed in this report. Nevertheless,
companies should make sure that all the
responsibilities proposed are listed and that
the exact responsibilities of all employees in
relation t o category management are
communicated t o those employees
W Internal communications should be decided by
the retailer, although the use of an intranet
system may be desirable
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Longer Term Considerations which May Impact
Implementation
Although rewards are part of a broader
organisational policy, some retailers and suppliers
may want t o consider the alignment of rewards in
delivering implementation success. Rewards may
be considered at multiple levels, e.g. at store
managers, category managers and account
managers. The challenges posed at each level
must be understood:
Category managers who are required t o
deliver profit on their category may be
requested t o implement a strategy e.g. turf
defending of a destination category, that is
not focused on delivering profit
Account managers often have divergent
rewards from their retail partners
Store managers are incentivised on 'making
plan' i.e. not based on implementation of
category management
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Review

,

,

This is where the Day-to-Day category
management process truly comes t o life - i.e.
through traffic lighting of key performance
metrics, enabled by automation.
During the Develop Category Plans phase, the
category manager and account manager will have
determined the metrics they plan t o monitor and
set the performance targets. In time, automation
will enable traffic lighting on agreed variances t o
the targets and highlights of under or overperformance. These will alert managers t o the
need for an immediate review of the relevant
category, particularly for those which are underperforming.

Template P1 (Repeat)
Lurreni
Actual
a

.

I

rerloa I
I Tarn

,.

1of baskets that
ontain category
lalue transaction size
iales value
1gross marg

1hnancials
i

Over-trade

When tracking performance metrics, t w o key data
sources will be leveraged:
H Retail scan data (for the drivers/finartcials)
H Household (panel for the market measures)
Additional metrics can be used as required at the
discretion of the category management team. A
menu of measures are summarised in Appendix V,
as follows:
H Internal measure:
- Financial
- Productivity
External measures:
- Consumer
- Market
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The main purpose of this ECR Report is to provide
European retailers and suppliers with a set of key
business questions and tools; and to outline the
benefits of an industry wide solution for
practising Day-to-Day Category Management. This
process is a continuum solution and represents a
flexible framework for more companies and
categories to incorporate category management
into their daily business process.
The Day-to-Day Category Management process
will increasingly free up resource to focus on
strategic issues and collaborativerelationships as
this solution continues to evolve, and the
developments in data standardisation and
automation progress. It is also believed that the
new solution encourages the application of ECR
principles in delivering enhanced consumer
satisfaction through fact-based category
management and supplier-retailer collaboration.
In conclusion, a number of key areas has been
noted - ECR Europe may consider the following
for additional projects:
e-Commerce is of growing importance from a
channel perspective. It may lead to a new
category management process where
categories will be defined and tactical plans will
be implemented in a completely different way
The use of loyalty data would add significant
benefits and insights to any of the templates
and analyses. Although this process has been
built on the foundation of basic data
availability and did not assume the luxury of
additional consumer insight, additional data
should be added where available
Data availability and compatibility continue to
be areas of concern to retailers and suppliers.
The work of ECR Italia and Deutschland provides
a starting point, for European data
comparability, by creating standards in product
classifications. Industry alignment is essential
for marketing informationcompanies to have a
clear direction and be able to guide their
investment. Without this clear direction, the
marketing information companies will be
unable to respond to the apparent disparate
demands which are made upon them

The optimum long term vision is an integrated
virtual shopper database which captures both
demand and supply side product attributes for
use across the business
Category management is at the heart of the
ECR Europe philosophy. Although this report
has focused solely on the demand aspects of
the process, significant impacts and benefits
on the supply side should not be ruled out.
This is another area where the new solution
can be expanded. Along the same lines is
Activity Based Costing, which can further
enhance the process
W The most critical step in bringing the process
into a day to day environment is the
automation of data provision, analysis and use
of traffic lights for on-going review.
Emerging internet technologies are already
creating opportunities for new industry
standards, although further investigation is
still required before complete automation
becomes a reality
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX I

-

Overview o f the Tier 1 solution

The objective of the Tier 1 solution is:
To provide a commencement fram
answer the key business questions required for
category management
W To enable people meeting category
management for the first time t o understand
the principles of category management, and
t o allow them t o achieve real benefits in spite
of barriers such as level of available resources,
maturity and expertise
There are a number of reasons why practitioners
might choose t o use Tier 1:
There is a lack of data in the market
Peripherallnon-core category t o the retailer
Limited resources
Lack of experience in category management

Other AdhocExpertise ~,,,

Operations
Merchandising
Store " "

,

.

,

As detailed in the main report, even for Tier 1
analysis, enabling conditions must be in place t o
begin category management:
Data availability:
- business information, e.g. sales (volume,
value), profit
some market benchmark (even i f
qualitativelad-hoc)
W Retailerlsupplier partnership
Analytical resourcelcapability

-

answer key business questions
Commitment t o implementation

Retailers Strategy Phase
There is a need t o understand the retailer
strategy and answer the six key business
questions using retail scan data, internal
financials, ad hodqualitative research and market
data for benchmarking.
This process relies heavily on retail scan data and
requires greater insights t o be driven from this
data.

A-

Develop

Data requirements include:
Year-on-year sales
H Value and value share of retailer
Profit and margin
Where available, benchmark market data
For those countries where the market is not
widely developed for their category, but frequent
shoppertloyalty data is available, this can provide
valuable insights and increase alignment with
consumer needs.
Data sources and ways t o answer the Kev Business Out

----

.---

Focus on ad-hoc researcl
,:~k,sx.-~ .
(e.g. exit surveys, omnibus) to under~tand:"~
-who target shoppers are
- who key competitors are
No of tickets compared across stores versus
total population highlights stores
opportunities

i r reacning tnem /

R3. Who is the retailer's competition for '"- *
shoppers?

. . What opportunities exist to irnpri..key competitors?

'QV

R5. What are the strategic categories for the

retailer's target shoppers in the total market?

R6. How should the retailer allocate category roles

at a cross-category level and therefore prioritise
resources in line with category opportunities?

b

targpt'- will be on growth asidprofitability

Qualitative view and discussions with suppliers
highlight new and important categories
Year on year sales, profit and margin,
benchmarked against market

Develop Category Plans
T

Category Definition:
Where a market definition is available, and the
retailer and supplier agree, this can be used as a
starting point. Where there is no definition, simple
ad-hoc research can help define the category.
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Category Assessment

Pricing:
- Are the key price points covered?
- What are the top selling items (KVIs)
which should be tracked within the
category?
Do the competitors have any price
poinwstrategies that the retailer needs to
think about?
Is there a corporate pricing policylprice
inflation that the retailer needs to consider?

Key Business Questions
H Which segments and brands offer the greatest
opportunity - which parts of the category are
growing and which parts of the category are
profitable?
Who is the category competition and what can
the retailer learn from them?
What is the match between the retailer's
target shoppers and category shoppers?
H What are the key tactical drivers which may be
impacting the segment's performance?
H How does seasonality affect the sales pattern
and therefore impact range?

-

'remotions
Is this a category which is normally
promoted (by the retailer or competition)?
How have the top 10 promotions performed
in terms of category sales?
What promotions have been running during
the best and worst weeks for the category
during the year?
- What is the promotional calendar?
- To which mechanics do target shoppers
respond best?

-

Category Performance

-

Key Business Question
What is the size of the market opportunity
within the category and what targets should
be set?
This may be internally driven and focus simply on
growth and profitability of the category.

Category Strategy

Merchandising
How does the competition merchandise
their fixtures?
How much space should the retailer allocate
to which products (and what adjacencies
should be used)?
- How can the retailer optimise promotional
space?
- How should the retailer use signage,
different fixtures etc.?

-

H The strategies are likely to focus on:

-

Growth
Profit
- Cost containment (secondary strategy)
Clearly, the means to deliver the growth or
profit strategy can also be analysed where
data and insight is available, for example:
- Traffic building
Conversion
Transaction building

-

-

Category Tactics
Based on of the retailer's chosen strategy (and
aligned with the overall retail and format
strategy) - growth or profit, how how can the
retailer use range, pricing, promotions and
merchandisingto deliver this strategy?
H Range:
- Is the distribution appropriate and
effective?(density, completeness of range,
right range for right format)
- Are the segments, brands and SKUs
performing? (including own label, and are
there new products which need to be
added?)

Implementation and Review
Thereafter, the executive summary and
implementation plan will be presented and
signed off by senior management. In-store
implementation will proceed followed by
category review as per guidance in the main
report.
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APPENDIX II

Product Classification

Standards for Product Classifi1: Y i

The ECR Italia Standards
for Product Classification

Product classification is at the heart of all supplier

- Retailer interactions, since all strategic and

In response t o this industry need, ECR Italia
launched a major initiative in 1997 aimed at
designing and implementing a standard product
classification.
The results achieved ? :
H Commonly defincu and ay,eed product
classification structure
H Key information identified and defined (e.g.
market measures, store formats)
H ACNielsen and IRI services are ECR Europe
compliant (i.e. product libraries re-classified
and aligned, common measures and store
formats implemented)
Readily available on the Internet (on the ECR
Italia Repository at www.ecr.it).

tactical decisions are based on jointly agreed
product classifications. All category management
requires a step early on in the process that
produces the definition of a category structure
which is built on an agreed product classification.
However, diversity of product classifications is
making such agreement difficult. Moreover, it is
recognised that standard category structures are
neither feasible nor desirable across the industry,
as the way in which categories are structured i s
often seen as a source of competitive advantage.
The solution is an industry standard for
structuring categories, by combining agreed
building blocks". The "building blocks* will be a
recommended standard, but the aggregation will
be totally flexible, thus achieving significant
standardisation while accommodating strategic
differentiation.

The ECR Italia product classification consists of a
hierarchical structure built on five levels, with
each level containing a number of classes.

ECR Italia, supported by Andersen Consulting, has

designed, implemented and rolled out standards
for product classification through a two-year
industry-wide initiative which has involved more
than 60 companies and marketing information
companies, including ACNielsen and IRI.

The Need For
an Industry-Wide Standard
Currently, each player in the Consumer Products
Industry develops and implements its own
product classification. This practice is not just
true for the suppliers or retailers, but also the
market information companies involved (e.g.
ACNielsen, IRI, GFK), who play a crucial role in
providing information and support servicesto
suppliers and retailers, as input into their decision
making processes.
As such, very many "languages" are being spoken
simultaneously, resulting in significant risk of
creating misunderstanding between trading
partners. Additionally,
- Vast inefficiencies are generated in terms of
data re-work
Many wrong decisions are being made since
supporting analyses are conducted on data
sets which are incompatible
,'

A detailed descriptor has been produced for each
segment of the product classification at all levels
(i.e. for each of the 7 level 1 classes all through t o
the 1739 level 5 classes). The descriptors identify
the product attributes (inclusion/exclusion criteria
and illustrative examples) t o be used as standards
for product classification.
The product classification descriptors are available
on ECR Italia Portal Repository. Based on the
detailed descriptors, ACNielsen and IRI have reclassified their respective product libraries (more
than 100,000 product SKUs each). A databased
alignment cross-check has been performed.
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A set of key information t o be associated with
the standard product classification has also been
developed in a standardised format in
conjunction with ACNielsen and IRI. This
information set includes market level measures
(sales, price, promotions etc.), consumer measures
and store format definitions.

A maintenance system is used t o ensure that the.
classification is continuously updated:
H A set of rules has been agreed with IRI and
ACNielsen for new product introductions
A Product Committee (supplier, retailer, IRI and
ACNielsen) has been established t o monitor
product classification maintenance activities

Since October 1999, ACNielsen and IRI have been
offering services which are aligned with ECR Italia
standard definitions. A product classification
maintenance system is also in place t o ensure
proper updating.

Guiding Principles
Six principles have guided the design of ECR Italia
standard product classification:
Total system approach
Balanced ownership
Feasibility
Applicability
Flexibility
Continuously updated
The standard product classification is the result of
a total system approach which has involved all
parties: suppliers, retailers, IRI and ACNielsen.
The result is a balanced ownership since more
than 60 players have participated in the design of
the solution.
Feasibility and applicability of the classification
system have been persued by clearly defining the
scope of the classification for level 1 as:
W Ambient food
W Beverages
W Fresh food
H Frozen food
W Household care
W Personal care
W Pet care
Flexibility has been one of the key design criteria.
The product classification system is intended t o be
used like a set of "bricks" - each of the 3,200+
bricks which form the whole hierarchy can be
combined in a flexible way t o serve the distinctive
view of each Retailer/Supplier, in order t o be
consistent with its specific classification system.
Through this flexible approach, the benefits of
standardisation can be achieved without
compromising on the strategic differentiation of
each player involved.
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Manufacturers Retailers Work Group
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APPENDIX Ill

-

Templates

Templates: Retailer Strategy Phase
N.B. All templates can b e found on t h e ECR website a t wwwecr-europe.com

R1 - W h o a r e t h e retailer's t a r g e t shoppers a n d is t h e retailer reaching t h e m ?

1 Socio demographic group

Â

Country % of households Country % of spending Retailer % of households Retailer % of spendin!

1 person households
2 person households
3 person households
4t person households
All household groups
Level of affluence
Life style

I

I

!

...

W B . the demographic groupings are likely to vary by country

R2 - W h y a r e t h e t a r g e t shoppers a t o t a l store opportunity for t h e retailer?

I

% total
shoppers

YO

ot total

No of
Average basket Average No
value
of facias
categories in

Average
frequency of

m

Target Socio Demographic
Groups from R1 Indexed
versus National
Group 1
0 Group 2
0 Group 3
Tntal Tarrmt firniinc l R 1 \

R3 - W h o i s t h e retailer's c o m p e t i t i o n for t a r g e t shoppers?

1

Total
buyers

All
Consumer value equation for Retailer
retailer's
sho
Primary Secondary Tertiary

m

Consumer spending at Retailer
Heavy

Medium

Non

Light

All other stores
Competitor A
Competitor B

...
All others
Total
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A set of key information to be associated with
the standard product classification has also been
developed in a standardised format in
conjunction with ACNielsen and IRI. This
information set includes market level measures
(sales, price, promotions etc.), consumer measures
and store format definitions.

A maintenance system is used to ensure that the
classification is continuously updated:
A set of rules has been agreed with IRI and
ACNielsen for new product introductions
A Product Committee (supplier, retailer, IRI and
ACNielsen) has been established to monitor
product classification maintenance activities

Since October 1999, ACNielsen and IRI have been
offering services which are aligned with ECR Italia
standard definitions. A product classification
maintenance system is also in place to ensure
proper updating.

Guiding Principles
Six principles have guided the design of ECR Italia
standard product classification:
Total system approach
balanced ownership
:easibility
4pplicability
:lexibility
Zontinuously updated
The standard product classification is the result of
a total system approach which has involved all
parties: suppliers, retailers, IRI and ACNielsen.
The result is a balanced ownership since more
than 60 players have participated in the design of
the solution.
Feasibility and applicability of the classification
system have been persued by clearly defining the
scope of the classification for level 1 as:
h b i e n t food
W Beverages
"resh food
:rozen food
iousehold care
'ersonal care
'et care

-

Flexibility has been one of the key design criteria.
The product classification system is intended to be
used like a set of "bricks" -each of the 3,200+
bricks which form the whole hierarchy can be
combined in a flexible way to serve the distinctive
view of each Retailer/Supplier, in order to be
consistent with its specific classification system.
Through this flexible approach, the benefits of
standardisation can be achieved without
compromising on the strategic differentiation of
each player involved.
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APPENDIX Ill

-

Templates

^

r--.
-,
^..q

Templates: Retailer Strategy Phase

rhae~smVÃˆi

N.B. All templates can be found on the ECR website at www.ecr-europe.com

R1 -Who are the retailer's target shoppers and is the retailer reaching them?

1 Socio demographic group
1

Â1
1

1 person households
2 person households
3 person households
4t person households
All household groups
Level of affluence
Life style

Country % of households Country % of spending Retailer % of households Retailer % of spending

1

1

*N.B. the demographic groupings are likely to vary by country

R2 -Why are the target shoppers a total store opportunity for the retailer?
"/ total
shoppers

ot tota
turnover

fo

No ot
Average basket Average No
value
of facias
categories in

Average
frequency of

Target Socio Demographic
Groups from R1 Indexed
versus National
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Total Tarnnt Grnnnc /R1\

R3 -Who is the retailer's competition for target shoppers?
--

Total

All

-- - - - - -

Consumer value equation for ~etailer Consumer spending at Retailer

Non

All other stores
Competitor A
Competitor B

...
All others
Total
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R4 - What opportunities exist to improve against key competitors?

Value
share

Penetration

% of spending retail
buyers spend at retailer

% of hlh buying at Retailer

Spending index

Spending of buyers compared to
Ave spending
(derived from other figures)

Retailer ;
Competitor F
Competitor B
rnmn~titnrf

R5 -What are the strategic categories in the market and for the retailer's target shoppers?
R5a

All households
category
Category A
Category B

Spend per household

Freauencv of ~urchase

1

Category
- - A
Category B

-

R6 How should the retailer allocate category roles at a cross category level and therefore prioritise
resources in line with category opportunities for the coming year?
Section 1: Market ~easures

Value

Rank

+I-

Value

Rank

Market year-on-year

Section 2: Internal Measures

% profit contribution

Weighting
Total Retailer
Category A
Category 6
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Retailer share
change

Section 3: Consumer Measures a)

F--'-

Index

"--'(

Consumer Measures b) Alternative analysis

:

1 Weighting

Index

-

Rank

-

1

1

Total Retailer
Category A
..
- - ----

Consumer Measures c) Alternative analysis

Value transaction

Retail sales
value

Total Retailer

Category A
Category B

-

*
Actual profit

+~?*N%m2-*+

# of shopping

O0

Gross

mar in

Summary template

Lalegory

Market Ranking

Internal Ranking Consumer Ranking

category A
Category B

Ranking

uiegory K Q I ~

--I!

I

SUMMARY OWPUTS FROM THE RETAILER STRATEGY PHASE
Questions
1 Key
R l .Who are the retailer's target shoppers and is

1

the retailer reachina them?

.

Insights

lmplications/Actions

B.Who is the retailer's competition for target
shonners?

14.What opportunities exist t o improve against

1

R5. What are the strategic categories in the market

btegory level
esources in line with

82
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1

..
Develop Category Plans Phase

D l - How should the SKUs within the category be
therefore what SKUs should be included in the ca

C o M q of The Pattneting Gmup

A1 -What are the demographics of the segments?

A2
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+'

&:

- Who are the key competitors in the category?

k.

A3 - How are the segments performing (where are the oppoRunities for growthlimprovement)?

N o d Index* %of trips index
shopping last year that
vs last
trips
contain year
cW!OW

1

Value
(basket) In?
trans- last vear
actions

1 1 IF1
Sa;

G&
last vear mara

1

tim

Index
vs
last
year

Actua
profit

1 lastvsvear

Sub Category
Segment

-

A4 Which products help build traffic, incidence, transaction and profit?

1

Penetra- Index
tion

innual
spend

1 1qlast
1 {
Index vs
last year

uen

Index vs ransactio Index vs
year
size
last

a'ue

:l$;zr

1

Index
me last pi

A5 -What are the key tactical drivers which may be impacting segment performance?

Range
Market
coverage

Price
try price

Exit price Av. pricelunit

lnd

Sub category

Iata may not be available

SUMMARY OF OUTPUTS FROM THE CATEGORY ASSESSMENT PHASE

1 Key Questions

insights

1 Al. What are the demoqravhics of the seqments?
1 A3. How are the segments performing (where are the
opportunities for growth/improvement)?
4. Which products help build traffic, incidence,
tl

A5.

1

.

1
I

0

cal drivers which may be
impacting segment performance?
L

L

t

I
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PI

- What

is the size of the market opportunity within the category and what target should be set?
Current
Actual

Period I
Actual
Target

mActual

Tarqet

Actual

Taraet

Drivers

Financia

% of baskets that
contain category
Value transaction size
Sales value
% gross margin

1

i
1

1 Market 3share (ialue)
SUMMARY OF CATEGORY STRATEGY

.

I Primary Focus

.

I

Tertiary Focus
T R I -What exists in the market an4 are +hapa any SKLk !?king?

I

I

Total=All

-~

Js

I

I

I

TotaIXhannel coverag

Total=Retailer coverage

TR2 - What SKUs are unproductive and should be deleted?

-1aIysis.
TR2a - 80120 SKU Cumulative r'--

--- --

TR2b - Are segmentslbrandslSKUs of the category ilnder-cmtributing t o f i n a n 4 p e * c r ~ ~ ~ ~ q ?

.--.-. ..-...-

Category
Sub- Cateaorv A

Top 50%

,1 TOD
Jottom 20%
50%

Sub- Category B

...

1

Bottom 20%
Top 50%
Bottom 20%
Top 50%
Bottom 20%

=-

1
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-.".-a

...,

"b

contribution %

.anwaa

m,,u,y,,,

contribution %

TR2c - Is the category productive at the market and the retailer level?

-.
.VI

I Segment A

I

TPI -Which products are highly elastic and require constant monitoring?

Super dynamic
(high elasticity)

Â ¥ i e g m o n

Brand

Dynamic

Statii

(medium elasticity)

TP2 -Which products are contributing to margin and where is the opportunity (vis-a-vis competitors'

prices)?

Elasticity

-

Competitor A 1 Competitor 6 I Competitor C 1 Gross margin

-

TP3: How does base pricing compare with promotional pricing (in the retailer and in the market)?

Promotional urice

1 1 1

Current Compari- Current Compari current
son
Period
son 1price
period
period index to
market

+
period

1 1 1

Current compari- Current Compariperiod
son
Period
--7
price
period

Category

-

/hat p r o ~ t i o n aactivities
l
are occurring in the market
(competitor intensity and number of promotions)?

-

Competitor A

Competitor B

Competitor C

~arket-

Frequency of promos
Intensity of ~ r o m o i - =
Mechanism
Timing (for calenda.,
Volume sold on oromo of catenorv I

.

m

-4

4

TE2 - Do promotions in this category deliver real growth?

y

Promoted sales wmm
Non-promoted s a r
N.B.

1
1

Base level SKUtBrand

... aggregate to segment
... aggregate to category
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TE3 - Which SKUs deliver the greatest growth?

SKU, promotion
SKU A promotion1
SKU B promotion 2
SKU B promotion 1

I

TE4 - Which mechanics should be used at what times to optimise the promotions mix? Which discount
levels are most effective?

Prece
ler lift

Market lift

1

Strateaic Output

Ranging
TRI. What exists in the market and are there any SKUs
missing?
TR2. What SKUs are unproductive and should be
deleted?

.-...3
TPI. Which products are highly elastic and requin
constant monitoring?
TP2. Which products are contributing t o margin and
where is the opportunity (vis-a-vis competitors'
TP3. How does base pricing compare with promotional
pricing (in the I -.
I in the
)?
'

TE1. What is happening in the market (competitor
intensity and number of promotions)?

Â

TE2. Do promotions in this category deliver real
growth?
TE3. Which SKUs deliver the greatest growth?
TE4. Which mechanics should be used at what times t o
optimise the promotions mix? Which discount
levels are most effective?
Additionally, a qualitative view on the suppliers'
promotional strategy and their funding
contribution
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APPENDIX IV

-

Data sources by template

Business question

1 prizaa
I &=1
1
Frequency

STRATEGICANALYSIS

s
R1

R2

I

Who are the retailer's target shoppers
mdit the retailureÃ§chi~
them?

I

R3

R4

'
R6

I

Household
panel

Adhoc

Why are the target shoppers a total store
opportunity?

Household
plod

Ad hoc

Who is the retailer's competition for
target shopper*?

Household
panel

What opportunitiesexist to improve
pofoemance against key competitors?

Household
panel, retail
scan &a,
census

What are the rtratc&c categories in the
market for the retailer's target shoppers?

Household

How should the retailer allocate category
roles at a cross category level and
therefore prioritise his resources in tine
with category opportunities?

Retail scan

1

Unim

1

4

FMCG

1

Zone

52weh

- -

df,
household
panel

52 wedu

FMCG

and ad hoc

Adhoc

mdhousehold
p u d for

I

52wedu

1

52TOte

Nttonal

Demognphic
and zone

rml

Lowest
Tmmd
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APPENDIX V

-

Menu of review measures

Consumer Measures

--

lent

Rdrmt ova time

Market Measures
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-

w.. '
'--

L
&

-

-

-

Financial Measures

Productivity Measures
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APPENDIX VI

Glossary

Word

Definition

Ad-hoc consumer research

Issue specific consumer research, custom designed, using either survey,
qualitative or consumer panel sources. Normally carried out for one specific
client

Audits

A manual process for collecting store based information such as sales, price
or shelf position

Average Consumption

Quantity consumed in a given time frame by the average consumer or
household (defined by value, volume or units)

Average Purchase Size

Average number of items purchased in each shopping act

Baseline sales

Expected sales in the absence of promotional activity

Basket Data

Products purchased in the same purchasing act

Basket Spend

The value of the transaction in a single trip t o a store

Benefits Sought

Needs/Consumption Needs (declared and latent)

Best Practice

Refers t o the 8 step process developed by The Partnering Group (TPG) and
Roland Berger

Brand Loyalty

Brand A buyers' share of category requirement that is satisfied by Brand A

Card data

Any data derived from a retailer's 'loyalty card'

Category Loyalty

A retailer term t o describe a shopper's share of total category spend at a
specific retailer within a given time frame

Category Management

A partnership between retailers and suppliers t o jointly manage a category
as individual business units created t o meet the needs of consumers

Category Manager

The person responsible t o design and execute the category plan

Category shoppers sociodemographic breakdown

The breakdown of consumers according t o socio-demographic groupings
such as age, presence of children and income

Closure Rate (of Category Y
for Retailer X)

The number of Retailer X shoppers who buy Category Y at Retailer X, as a
percentage of Retailer X shoppers who buy Category Y anywhere (at
Retailer X or elsewhere)

Cluster

The process of segmenting a universe into smaller differentiated parts

Consumer Penetration

See more commonly used term - Penetration

Consumption Rate

Quantities of a product consumed in a given time frame or number of
occasions of consumption in a given time frame (normally used in individual
consumption panel)

Customer

To minimise confusion, the term 'customer' has always been used t o refer t o
the consumer (as opposed t o the supplier's customer who is the retailer),
unless specifically referred t o as the 'supplier's customer' in the text

Demographic Definitions

These use the Euro-standards, which have been developed by ACNielsen and
Europanel for ECR Europe Day-to-Day Category Management

Facia

Store format (e.g. Tesco Metro is one facia and Tesco Express is another)

Frequent Shopper
Programmes

A vehicle by which retailers promote t o individual shopper t o increase
shopper frequency and share of total expenditure - e.g. loyalty cards

Frequency

The number of shopping trips or purchase occasions within a given period
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Gain-Loss Analysis

Win-Loss Index - Share of purchase volumes won or lost by productlchain
against other products/chains over a given period

Heavy User

Households or individuals accounting for the top x% of purchasing or
consumption

Household Panel

A continuous reporting panel of households, normally representative, that
provide household purchasing information

Incremental Sales

Total sales less baseline sales

Key Account Data

Syndicated store sales information for an individual retailer chain

Level of Satisfaction

Measure of the capacity to satisfy a given need

Lift Factor

A measure of the incremental sales associated with a particular promotional
activity

Light User

Households or individuals accounting for the lowest x% of purchasing or
consumption

Loyal Shopper

A term used t o describe a shopper that spends a disproportionately high
amount of histher expenditure at one retailer

Loyalty Card

See Frequent Shopper Programmes

Market Data

Data provided by information suppliers that reflects total universe
projections for a given categorylies and geographylies

Market Share

The value or volume sales of an individual retailer or brand divided by the
total universe

Medium User

Households or individuals accounting for the middle x% of purchasing or
consumption

Named Chain Data

See Key Account Data

Own Label

Any product manufactured for, marketed by and distributed within one
retailer. Often uses the retailer name as brand. Also known as private label

Penetration

Number of households or individuals consuming or buying versus the total
number of households or individuals

Price Sensitivity Index

Increase in products purchased as a result of variations in the base price

Primary Shopper

Store buyers that spend a disproportionate amount (usually 50+% of their
purchasing) at a specific retailer. Also referred t o as a core shopper

Promotional Purchases

Purchases that were made using some type of inducement such as price
reduction, coupons or displays

Promotional Sensitivity
Index

See Lift Factor

Propensity

Value weighted by relative penetration (the percentage of category value
accounted for by any group of shoppers). The calculation equals relative
penetration x spend index

Purchase Frequency

Number of purchase acts in a given time frame

Purchase Rate

Purchase frequency x purchase size. A measure of the total amount
purchased over a time frame

PurchaseIShopping Act

Each store visit where one or more purchases are made (note that data
collection methodology could vary this definition)
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Purchase Size

The average purchase size per trip expressed in value, volume or uni

Purchase Type

Indication of the type of purchasing behaviour (planned versus impulse)

Residual Spend

For Brand A buyers, the percentage of their expenditure on competitive
brands. For Store A buyers, the percentage of their expenditure in
competitive stores

Scanning Data

Purchase information gathered from a retailer's electronic point of sales
system

Secondary Shopper

Store buyers who make between x% and y% of their purchasing in that
store

Share of Requirements

For Brand A buyers, the percentage of their expenditure on Brand A. For
Store A buyers, the percentage of their expenditure in Store A

Spending Index

The average spending by a group of households or individuals i n a store, on
a category or brand, indexed against the total population, over a given
period of time

Store Loyalty

Store A buyers' share of requirements that is satisfied by store A

Syndicated Data

Data that is collected by a market information company and sold t o
severallmany clients

Tertiary Shopper

Store buyers who make less than x% of their purchasing in that st01

Trip

A single visit t o a store where packaged goods are bought which result in a
single transaction at the check-out

Zone

A term t o describe the area in which a retailer operates, e.g. the catchment
area around a store or a combination of str--I
7 2

Â¥
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APPENDIX VII

-

EU competition law guidelines

SuppliedbyECR EUROPE

(for example "premium", "discount- range), i
how to make a newly launched product rrnrc
successful on the shelf.

Demand Side Projects
EU Competition Law Guidelines
In demand side projects such as Consumer Value
Management, Category Management, Efficient
Product Introduction, etc, close co-operation between
retailer and manufacturer is key to the project's
success. However, it is also essential that all ECR
projects are planned and implemented without
violating ED competition rules. The European
competition rules apply to all businesses in all
circumstances, inside or outside the ECR context.
Below, we wish to explain the most important
application of these rules t o ECR demand side
projects. The competition rules are however also
applicable to supply side projects.

The retailer remains free to follow or not t o follow
the manufacturer's recommendation. The retailer
should not enter into any agreement or
understanding with the manufacturer concerning
the setting of retail prices in the category, the
selection of products for a category, or conditions
on the retail shelf.
2. No agreements or exchanges
of confidential information
between competitors

The following basic rules should always be applied.
Failure to do so would mean running a serious risk of
violating the law. In order to avoid any
misunderstandings in their day-to-day practice,
trading partners could adopt point 1 of these rules as
part of their agreement to co-operate in ECR demand
side projects.
1. The respective role of manufacturer
and retailer

According t o the established practice of the
European Commission, agreements or
understandings between the supplier and the
retailer restricting the retailer's freedom to
determine his resale prices are a violation of
Article 81 EC-Treaty (resale price maintenance is
prohibited). A supplier may only give not-binding
"recommendationsHon resale prices -without any
contractual commitment from the part of the
retailer to implement such recommendations (and
without any pressure or economic incentive from
the part of the supplier on the retailer to
implement the recommended prices).
Similarly, the retailer must not enter into any
agreement or understanding with the
manufacturer on what products should be present
on the shelf or what the conditions on the shelf
should be. Therefore, it is essential that the
manufacturer only advises the retailer on how to
target specific consumer groups, how to improve
the category, what products should be included
(removed, retained or added) in the category,
what recommended retail price ranges to apply
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It is a fundamental rule of competition law that
there must be no exchange between competitors
of commercially sensitive information, such as
, rz
- .
prices, sales, conditions, etc.
. ..*- *,
There must therefore be no agreement or
understanding between competitors on their
shares in the assortment, composition of the
assortment, prices or promotions. The
manufacturer may, in the course of his category
management mission, receive information from
the retailer on a competitor, such as product sales
or retail price for specific brands. However, the
manufacturer must not exchange information with
a competitor on his prices, promotions, or other
sensitive business information.
,A

Competitors must not jointly develop a
methodology with the intention to give them
access t o sensitive information on their
competitors, which they would not have had
without the jointly developed methodology.
Category management should always be a relation
only between one retailer and one manufacturer.
The decision to appoint or become a category
adviser must be taken on a one-to-one basis (one
manufacturer and one retailer) and there must be
no communication between competitors on this
matter.
These guidelines offer only general guidance
and are not a substitute for legal advice on
specific situations. Companies are individually
responsible for their compliance with the law
and are therefore urged t o obtain legal advice
of their own before committing themselves t o
any demand side or other ECR project.

*-

*
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